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In 1950, -William Faul-kner· was ·awarded the Nobel -
. ' -· 
________ Prize for -Literature. In his speech -accepting this · · 
. . 
. -- -- ·-'.:::..!-~- .' - · award, Faulkner affirmed more than the immor·f a·lity~of 
mankind: man will not merely en4ure, but will p~evail. . . 
" As a result of this speech many ·critics have turned to 
·_, .. Faulkner-, s early writings to s~e if they are consistent· 
w~th his avowal of affirmation and purpose. In the case 
- - -- -· -- . 
. /t"' 
. -. ~~:~- ,. . • 
. -·· -- ---
. 
-- - -=------=~::--::~=:--...:-::-.--:::=-:-:----=~~-- - -- - ----~-~ . -------
___________ ___.,_ ________ ~_ .... 
·of The .. S .. oun.d arid . the Fur-y' or-i-t-ies h-aye· f·ocussed upon· C 
- -·---------
. .... ' .. 
Dilsey, the only major char•cter in the novel who em-~- --· . ------- ------
L bodies the universal truths cited in Faulkner's Stock-( 
- .. -- --· ~- - ~ .. ,,_. __ . __________ ., ______________ ... ..:-------------- ..... ---- . 




in the novel, her virtues have been overemphasized by 
the critics. In contrast to the Compsons, Dilsey may 
appear to be a saint; but, if so, she is a saint who 
falters badly by the end of the novel,. 
\Critics who stress the affirmative aspects of The 
Sound and the Fury tend to ignore the appendix to the 
novel written by Faulkner in 1946. In this appendix 
v"'' Dilsey is shown as an old woman/who has lost the power 
- - ___ _.__:_.. - ~ 
--- --of-positive action. She has lost all control over Jason 
-- - - .. 
. ------~-~-------~---· .. ----
-· -- . . ',· . - " ... - ~ --- . . , . . ~. ··-· 
l ' 
' 
. - I, 
- ~ ••. -. '= - - : . 
:, · .. _· ... \ 
" and refuses to defy· him as she once would have done . 
. 
Dilsey has become ineffectual because she is unable-td 
understand why the Compson family has disintegrated .. -
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• 
liefs··-reduces ·her to a. state of inaction .. . .-'~ 
. '· 
,, - ' -,~ 
-Beca·use ~- . . ,. ,. . 
Dilsey has strong beliefs, Faulkner, in the appendix,-· 
'. i 
•L- ~- ---- - -- -
is able to say that she endures. But becauSe .of her 
··-·•-· • ~ ••- ·-"--•n- ., . ._~ ···---·-"'•••- - ·-
~-----·--·'. 
- - . - --·------------
~ lack of understanding he is utiable to say that she pre-
··vai l_s. __ 
I> 
-:/·. 
. •n±lsey does not succes~fully carry the affirmative ./' . 
. ~ ' 
---·-- -- -.- ---·---- --·-··· 
. ' 
theme. We must remember t_hat Jason and Benjy endure as 
clearly as Dilsey does. Whj_le J)ilsey has been reduced 
~----=--- --- -- ·---- - -~--====---=-----·-· _-·-· - - ·-·-. . .. -- - -- - - - ·- --
-- - -- - ----- --
l--c...-----------;---::--,----·---l; () Trieffectuai.:i. ty-, the· appendix shows that Jason has .. 
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become a successful cotton broker. H~ever, the last 
image of the novel is of the idiot Benjy, and it is he 
- -----------.-• -- -, - - - . - . ·----, ·--------------. 
who helps us see that this novel embodies a nihilistic 
rather than affirmative view of the world. As we see 
' 
Benjy riding in the antiquated carriage, holding a 
• 
' 
broken flower, we realize now completely the lines from 
Shakespeare's Macbeth (V,v) exp~in the novel: 
. . .r Life 7 is a tale 
-
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury 
Signifying nothing. 
,. - --- ·-·'• -·=-~· --"··---,--~---., ... ,..,..._____ -~ - -
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· ·. INTRODUCTION-
- ,-.----',•,", _::..=·-··--''-:.-- -·-··· 
· One of the distinctive characteristics of the work 
. ·-r· • . ~· 
' 
of William Faulkner is the amount and variety of crit ... -------'--------------~---~--: ... ·- . 
- { 
l ' 











~ icism it has generated. In the decade prior to his 
/ I . 
·de·at·h, Faulkner helped enlarge this body of critical 
" 
.. 




 ;_m-~,--.. , •. -, .. .-., .• , ,.,\.-r.·····-'··•···· 
- •·'·• • 
........ _ ~· , ...... ' ,- .,._,_, ... ,., 
~•-• • •.' "' V •, -~ ,, ., • 
-----"·~--- ,,,,, ... 
. 
. 
' ~ Faulkner was sought out to interpret and clarify his 
- ----
--- ·-- --------- - -- - . 
writings. His public add.~~-~~~§_~ iJ!t_erview_s_,. and let-ter----s-
to· various periodicals and newspapers1 were useful to 
the critic hopeful of discerning the author '·s point of 
view as e.~pre$sed in his fictional works.-----.. - -· -· ·- --- -_.-----------
.. 
·The Sound and ~he Fur~ has been singled out more 
. . 2 than any other work for comment. One reason for this 
attention may be Faulkner's frequent acknowledgment 
that this n6vel was his finest and favorite.3 · Early 
adverse criticism centers on the grotesqueness of the 
characters and the nihilistic view of the author, favor~ 
able commentary being generally reserved for the style 
rather than the content. In recent years many critics 
have found this novel filled with affirmation and hope, 
· rinterpreting The Sound and the Fury on th~ basis of the. :·....:.~- ---"'(·---~-~--,,--·----l.---o _____ ,__. ____ •. --------- -• ,_. -, _-. ~-... - ,.::-c_: . .; • • 
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philosophy of affirmation and purpose set forth in 
' -
Faull{ner 's Nobel Prize· Address. In his speech Faulk·ner 
helped assu~ge the fears of those early critics~who · ,-..~ 
' " 
•• 
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. .. . 
. 
I 
iJ ,- ........ ·.· .. ~hided his cruelty· and IJlOrb.itlity . 4 He desCrib.e.d himself, .............. · .... . ,.,_,.--",···~---··•·-····,.,.., ... ,.-•,:-·o·-·-.·.· ...•.... , ...... ·····--,·-r···-~·- .. ·-··•·•· • ... l ... 
I ; ; . r . 
-- .. ·- 'f. '' not as a pervert dealing with cruelty for its own sake, ·"'· .. 
l 
' . -
but as a serious writer dealing with ''the old verities · 
__ .. ___ ..... __ . ______ .... _-_;_ .. -- ----- ---- --· -and- truths of the heart, the. old universal truths - -- . - -·- - . - -- . - - - .. -·- -·- . 
lacking·which any story is ephemeral and doomed-~l·ove -_--- -------· 
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' . fice. '' ... ,, < "'"'-·--••<>•••••--"''""':',',-,,da. • .... •. . . ',', . . . • .)_' .. :. -••"·°'-"'" """ , .• _,.-.,, '"·'·" ''•""''"~-~·•->'•-, "'~'-"·"••Y-~•••••••-"-~L,•·•<•-•·•:...,.,_ ___ , __ , __ .,. ••'" '"··-·-~·--- -·---,--.•---·-·---....--.......... ---. ........... ,...,.,_ .... ~,.. ...... _._ ....... ~.-.......... ---..-.-- . -- . ' . . . . - . . . ·-' ' - . 
--- ··-·· - -------------- -- --- -- - - ---- --- ~ 
-
. '-\ ~· .. w, __ . 
.. 
Interpretations of The Sound.and the Fury generally 
fall into one of two categories: britics either find 
,.. 
--~--~---~-~----





the··-·nove1·--·--r-1-i-1ec1--w1t11--a-fI-ii·m.~ti-on ~- or they·--:t-iiid -I. t- --con-
- ~ . 
tains a nihili~tic view of humanity. Tbe controversy 
seems largely _to revolve around the character of Dilsey 
--·---~-h-- .. -- -----· ·-----·------ ... ____ · ·------------------···· ------·- ----------- -- -· -- --··· ·--------·---·--------··---r--·-···· -·----------- --- _I._---~---····----··-····-· .. -... ,.------· -- - -- . a-:-----~----'--~---"'----'---'--T---
a n d the emphasis and intent of the last section: "Easter 
. _.\ 
- ~- - - - --
' " . ' i '! 
,1 ,' 
n.-·--•· .. "i' 
. . 
... 
Sunday, April 8, 1928. '' Critics who find The Sound and 
the Fury consistent with the .values expressed in Faulk-
ne-r's Nobel Prize Address try to show that Dilsey em-
bodies the universal truths enumerated therein. Dilsey· 
is seen as an immensely positive figure who gives re-
assurance and serenity to _the events. For Hyatt Waggoner 
\ ' 
"she is one of the great sympathetic characters of .all 
" 
-fiction,'completely unforgettable once one has encoun-
tered her and.wholly admirable ..•. 116 To see Dilsey 
as "wholly admirable'' is to deprive ,.her of humanity, 
and if she is not human, she can hardly be used by 
. ~~--··· ~.o--.·--
' Faulkner to represent the ttiumph of mankind. Critics 
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_-._ :. . -1 ·i-:.s1.1J". . ·.--_.;_ .. ; 
. ' 
. 
----------·--·--- - . - -------·····------ ___ . ________ : __ ·_,..:__:,...., ___ ._ . ------~--------
------·---'- : ___ , "---------~:f .. 
--- ________________ .......__ __ ------. - ~ 
- -
. . 
her. _pe-ace' Lleng 7. s_ignifi~ance nQt _Qnly tO_·:~he~r~:8W"l'l"'"''~.-~: -:~:c .· .,:~i_._'. _______ ----~-.-:·::-:·:::::. --- - - ------------ --- --- --- ------ --· 
1· 
• • 
. ·.:., ___ _ 
· <life but to the book as a wh0Ie"7 totally ignore the · 
_-/f 
·appendix to the novel written by Faulkner in 1946. .. . -
- • --- -, - ' 
- -0-- - - - ~ -
·_ : ... ---- --~-.:--.-- -·· --~·.:. ___ · .... __ :··:-~: .: __ :. ___ ·. --····"---·"· ---- ::-:r.~--- -:- ··-· --···---···-.. ·""···----· . . ... -
--~·-.i-· 
-
' : .. 
';, 
A careful reading of The Sound a-nd the Fury w.ill . - - -- - - --- - -
--··-·,c ... ..,,...,.,.~'>-i-.. '"'" . ,':' • 4--~· . 
. ,.· ... .. 
. .... 
- ,- - . - - - --- - - -- - -- . 
-- . -. ~ ' - -·------.. ----~· ·--------..----· 
____ : __ :---_ -~: 'Show the ambig·ui fy .. cff .. Dilsey---,-s -··role. The final por-~ , - ___ ;"' ____ --------
---~..-..-· · .. .,.,.,_ - -- .--
.. trait of o·ilsey8 does. not show her as triumphant .. or 
~significaµt. · Her ihfluence over the Comp~on family has ~ .. ___ _ 
- -- - - - -----------------
,. -----








- ----------- - = . - .- ---- --~· ---: •. :~ - . -




sons or to transmit her values to them. _Dilsey may be 
- -----·---·-·-·--
-- -------- .- - - --
- -- - -- -- - -- ---- -
·i n-t-e nae a --as -a final-perspective upon the Compson story, 
___ . ____ but_, __ , if so,_ it .is the Dilsey of t-he appendix, ine-ffec-
tual and beaten, not the Dilsey of the final section of 
. ·---- - ---- - ---- ----
.. ' 
·,· 
the novel. As Walter Slatoff accurately states: 
Ever since Faulkner's assertion in his Stock-
holm address that man will endure and prevail, 
much emphasis has been placed on the affirm-
... , 
ative aspects of his vision. How ambiguous 
an affirmation ·this is becomes clear if we 
. . V1S- - · . 
~-
- -- ----~ - ----. ---- -- _..,_ - ----
$top for a moment to remember what most 
ibly and clearly endures in the novels. 




- •_;;;_"" . '. 
• • • 
In The Sound and the Fury, Dilsey ''endures'' 
but so, even more visibly, do Jason and the 
. - . ··--,.·-- --~._.,.. 
-- · -idiot ·Benjy. And the last . of humanity image 
----·-- --1n the book is that of Benjy. 9 
.. 
. - This paper will offer an interpretation and re--
.. 
:.' evaluation of Dilsey 'in light 0:£--both the Nobel Prize 
.. 
' .. ~: ' 
-;::...==.---.. - ----- -- - - -
- --- =- '-' 
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·- -,·-------·_ --~-~-- - ~ 
.. I/· -
.. ·--- ~--- ----
. h ·d· th d.. t t· he ·novel. · ·, · .· ·· ··• -· .... ·· acceptapce ~p~e.~Q an . -- - e appen_ 1.x o _.·· .__ ... ·::-~:-.. -.·':_-.;-.::;:e..-~--- .,...-·-:s.,_-_.--,_-_:··_- --.--...•. ·_:_::::.:.....:: _________________ ---- ------·- ···-··----- -
putting Dilsey in proper perspective, I will show how 
···and why,·· in the words of ·Faulkner's address and appendi?C,. 




succe~sfully carry the affirmative theme. When we un-
derstand her ~eaknesses and see why she is unable to 
·prevail, we ~ill understand that-the title is· an ac-
;_~-~--_ ___:_~ ._______ ---~· _ ._. ~ ------..-,,-,-.:, - ------------------- -~ . . ' 










. l, . 
,_ __ . h, 
of Shakespeare's Macbeth: 
.. -- . -- . - -- - . . . -----'--~:=---:---:-=-
.. 
--·-- ·- ;. 
--~------. 
.--- . · ·. /·· Life 7 is a tale \ 
--
Told by ari idiot, full of sound and fury 
Signifying nothing. (V ,v) 
----~- ---- ---- - . - ... - ,- ---· ·- --· ----- -
My first chapter, ••Dils~y as Unifying Force,'' will 
.. 
show that it is Mrs. Compson with Jason, not Dilsey, 
, who is instrumental in holding the Compson family to-
gether. Dilsey's inability to transmit her values and 
beliefs to the Compsons foreshadows her inability to 
prevail over them. Dilsey is more capable pf signif-
icant action than are any of the Compsons, but her 
actions are not strong enough to overcome the decadence 
~
t permeates their world. 




.. -·--------i .. ' . ·-- -~ -- -- __ .., .: - . of Significant actions because she holds a proper con~ 
-
-----~------- -,--~- - . -...,. 
- - cept of .time. The Compsons are pamstrung by their in-
' ability to see time as a continuum and to adapt the~-
• 
, I 
selves to i"y Dilsey, the only character who lives 
. . 
' / ( 
I I I . 
' . . 
. ·, . . . 
, 
:: ·__c:·,;,·- - ·. 
.. ' 
, ' . 
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.·. 4 . . ~ ' ' 
· ... Ji ... . .· .. · .... ·. Successfully in. the· present; transcends·. ~he .tempoJ.".al ... _ -----,--~_,_~-·-··------ ·. · ,. · 
. ' ·\ . 
_, . lim.itations that ·frustrate the Compsons. . Dilsey 's 
-
1 be lie·f in God and· her ·_··comm.it tment to re 1 igion, · as 
,.- .. 
,_. ! • -•. 
I . -1~. 
see.n in· the-t third chapter, __ "Dilsey. as Christian, '' . . 
---- -··"·~-·---·--·----· ~-,-~.--~·-·-··--·-·· ····~---------~·-····"··~·--·. 
--· --···-----~-·----'"--···--·----..-------.. --.- ' ' -- . ····-· . ... -·· . ' . -· 
-. 
enable her to grasp the eternal a~ well as the temporal. 
-· ---- -- . - . ·--- . 
a---H. ·_}. Dilsey's religious beliefs form the basis for all her· 
~ 
' 
ac·tions in the nove.l. She ·embodies .-the universal trutns 
----:~ ----------·---'------------- ---- t·hat· Faulkner· mentions -in ·his Nobel address because 
these truths are traditional Christian virtues. The 
(/ 








of affirmation, undercut by the actions that follow 
and by Dilsey 's Malization that God will not preserve .. 
-the .Compson·family. 
''Dilsey as Moral Norm'' explains that Dilsey 's 
religious beliefs enable her to perform significant 
and positive actions·. Faulkner uses Dilsey to show 
that the Compson family disintegrates because it lacks 
- love and compassion. But Dilsey's failure to prevail 
'°'\ 
.,, .. ,,,.,., 
shows us that love without understandi.n,.g is not enough. 
Dilsey ·serves as a moral yardstick against which to 
measure the Compsons but only for. as long as her actions 
I 
,, 
remain effective. The final chapter shows why Dilsey's 
·----~---
--~ctions do not remain effective, why, though she is 
·-"-
~ . . 
•• ~..... ,-, ' .c.. ..... _ -, • ,. •, 
_I 
' ' ), .... 
.',-.. -· ·;t,. __ . 
• 
---· ... :~-
able to endure, she will not prevail. Dilsey's belief 
1 in God and her belief in the Compsons conflict. Once 
she becomes aware of the conflict, she loses the power 
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.' . . . . . . ~ . . . . ; 
-:-- :-·--·-"-:·· --~---~:-an- important~-aad-:i·tio-:rr··oecause·· ·1't ___ sJ:iow$ n1·1·se·y ·•·s· · 1n2: -~-~-· -~~--,- -~--~--.-~ .-.. -- -- ·· ---~ 
.. ····creasiµg ineffectuality __ . Dilsey 's final refusal to -·· - -·---~-'-"-- ----·' ·- --- '-----· -----
. . 
look at Caddy's picture (15) and defy Jason should 
--·- .---- --------- ------ -- · -·----~·----·--show the.· reader that Dilsey 's goo_dness does not 
-- -- -~--...:... -- '--· 
.::.· :- . '. 
. . . . ' . .' = ·· ... .., ·~. . . :' .# 
• ·'····.-w· - ' 
. :. ' . · ... ,; .. '.' 







' fully offset the decadence of the Compsons.· 
The Sound and the Fury is not·a work with .an 
... 
inherent affirmative, messa·ge. The only character who 
embodies positive values is Dilsey, and even she is 
incipacitated before the nov~i's conclusion. The 
1r _,.,., 
·1 
critics who idealize Dilsey do both her and Faulkner 
a disservice. She is a great literary creation pre-




her tragedy is a real one. To see Dilsey's presence 
; 
at the Easter church service as providing affirmation 
and significance to the novel as a whole is to misread 
Dilsey's role~ The chapters of this paper discuss 
-various aspects of Dilsey's role and her world in an 
attempt to reevaluate her position in the novel and· 
thus show that those critics who base their affirm-
ative interpretations o1 the novel on Dilsey have 
misread the··novel. Dilsey serves only as an inco~-
plete vision of another life style:- primitive, nat-
l. 
' 
ural, non-material. Dilsey does not save the Comp~ 
\ sons from final doom, and she ~Qnnot lighten the 
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. . ( . 
. , • f : ;. ·:,:-,,···•G '- ~-In 1929, in the first ful1-·1ength study of· The 
---~~,!-... 
-- -------- .. Sound and the Fury, Evelyn Scott called -it the story 
... 
. . 
---- ..... -- - _.. ... - -· -- ~-~· ......... ----- - -~- - -- - -- -
I .. 
..... ~------- -~- ' - -
-of the disintegration of a Southern -family and noted 
that this collapse mirrored the breakdown of Souther.n . 
\""' - --c-. --------~~ 
. t 1 
------'----- ----· - . - . - aris ocracy. Since that date other critics have 
8 
···- ·-~-- .. ~·-·'"·_,_,, _ _,__,,_. __ ... -----, 
-· . ---
. . ---· - • ..... ,,_k --- --------- --
offered expanded lnterpretati.ons of the scope of niean------·--------:-·---- -•---------· ·- - ··-- ·----- - ---··-·--·· - ~--· ···- --- :. - ·-- --- - --
-0 ing·of the novel, but the first remains a favorite. 
1=-~~=~=====~~-Seund----a-nd.-~-t-~-Fu-r-y----i-s, howe,re-r, not-me-r-e-ty-_ t1ie ~-· . 
··- -....--- -- -- --·--··-··~------·---------.. ·--··· ---~- ~----
------ -- -
-~ .. ---- .... - -· --·-. -
----·- --·-·····-··-····--·-~·;.·. ;. 
story of the Compson family; there is.another family, 
the Gibsons, whose fate is tied closely to that of 
' ' 
' 
_______ t_he Compso:pe_: ''_Thes~ others were not_ Comp_sons_. .... They------c---
c1 
were black" (21). Among the Negroes, Roskus, Frony, _ 
Versh, T.P., and even Luster are totally overshadowed 
by the matriarchal head of the family: Dilsey. 
~- I 
Of" Di lsey, Faulkner has said: ~ ''She was a good· 
.·· "' •. ..... 
. ' 
•. ~ .• 
-----~-- ------ . 
,,-,·=·---. ' 
human being •..• she held the family together for 
not the hope of a reward but just because it was the 
decent and proper thing to do."2 Critics, following 
Faulkner's lead, have developed the idea that Dilsey 
is the unifying figure of the novel, the one person 
who manages to hold the disintegrati,rrg family together.~- ...... _ ... ~.:,-. ..,-,.··-·c 
.. -- --- ---- -
~~=----~~~- A ca1 .. eful analysis of the text will show that Dil~~Y-~- - ~· -- ·,---,-~ ,·c..-,-.------- _ _.:_. ____ r__..r«-~- -
.. 
does not succeed in holding the Compson family to-
gether and will reveal why she fails. It cannot be 
f • 
• • 
!lo· ' ., • • ~ • 
. - : .... . 
r .! ·•. • 
·~ .• 
.-9- . ! ·. "' 
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.... ----· -·-·-······--· ---·-·--·······-
.- ... --· said that she· succe·ecls even in holding her own family. . 'o\· . 
together. At best, she retard~ the ~issolutiori of 
.. . •.: ... 
both families·. Dilsey, nbwever, is unable to prevent 
······-···•-_,--,--------~~ ...... ~--·---··----'-----··oc·the··final v.ictory of the ttnew freedom" and weakened 
·--~ -·· - - -- - ·-------·-... ······--- ··-···-···-
. \. -
--~---~----- - -----
- - -~- --- --- - - --
. _.·:;' 
1-, . - • 
moral standards of the post-World War I.world. She 
is unable to do more than delay, very briefly, th~-
\ 
\ f'inal disintegration of the c;!(?mpson family,, and she --- ------ ----






----·---·---- -- ------------- - --------------~-
-------
Dilsey's ·position ~in the- Compson family is pri-
marily that of cook, ·but with the waning ·fortunes of 
... .-
the Compsons, she must undertake a larger ~9!_~t~. ____ ... Tbe _________ ;_ ______ .....,_. _____ , ~ • ------· .. _ .. _ •• -~ .... -- -- ~4- ·-- ~ -- ---~ - ...... - ...... -----·-------~ - ~ L=• --"-'---·· ••:--~•--~~---••-•·"••-•----- •• ·•• ------~--------•--• -•• • •-•• _ ..... • •• •• •• .•... ••- •• &, - <·•• • ,-- • •.a.ca-~---~ - ·--·- ~- -· --
Compsoris must depend on Dilsey and her family to per-
., 
form those services they never learned to do for them-
selves. As Mrs. Compson tells Jason, ''I have to hu- · 
mour rthe Negroes 7, . . . I have to depend on ·them -
-
so completely" (295). Roskus performs the duties of 
a general handyman, until his arthritis gets the bet-
ter of him; Versh, T.P., and Luster, in turn, serve 
as caretakers and playmates for Benjy_, but everything 
-·--- . -. --:-:·. 
else ~- left for Dilsey. Lawrence Bowling perceptively o., 
notes: 
- .-·-·:~~-. .----:---1.~-L~- --,. -·~.::.-.. -~·- .. --·----- ====:=:=;~--
.. ·····~- ---,==· .. l - The dis integration and decay of the . Compson 
• 
. - ___ ., ___ 
~ -· 
.--"-. -
' ·. ~ •. 
. \ 
'1>, 1 ,. 'Ii\ .. • 
- - ' ' ~ - ' -
.. ·- ' 
,· 
.,. 
',. ~(1 . 
family is due ... to the fact that Mr. and 
Mrs. Compson have aiways,isolated themselves 
from their children 
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abandoned, are th:fOwn baclt upq11 .th~mselvea_ 
·. \'• ·. -
' ....._ ........... · 
- and upon the care of- the old:Negro. Dilsey 
. . 
-~ •. For over thirty years, she has spent 
_-)~·-. 
.• . 
________ _._ ..... ----~-'"--·- ~- --- -- ~--. ~~- -·· --· __ ...... ~--~- ·- - - -- her life in the unremitting and unseJ.fish 
service of two families (both her own and 
the Compsons), performing not only all the 














--~h.L...~- ·- ~-· -·-----.· --~- - -
- . . - ---- . ---
• 
.. 
If. ... ,e;• ,., •HO ~ 
•• "!( • 
thos~ left undone by others. She is mother 
to the motherless,. defender of the defense-
What others have abandoned, she has defended, 
and done her best to save-the sum of things.4 
... ·-------···---··-· --- ·--··-··--- - -----
~. -Di l se y is, in fact, the mother of the family. - - --- ------~------------------ ----~-------··---·----·------ - - ·; ·-------------------
,., . As 
Clean th Brooks states, she "is ever_yt;hing that Mrs • 
Compson is not. Dilsey, handicapped by her race and 
her status as servant, cannot possibly hold together 
the disintegrating family .•.. But she can show what 
Mrs. Compson ought to be and is not. 115 ",Dilsey's first 
appearance in the novel (29) is set in juxtaposition 
to Mrs. Compson. Faulkner is clearly inviting us to 
contrast these two women. Mrs. Compson's need to show· 
that she cares about her children is almost a parody_ 
of a mother's behavior: 
''I'm afraid to.'' Mother said.· -''Wi t.h 
the baby.'' • • 
Dilsey went up the steps. ''You calling 
• I 
.,. 
; ~ . 
.. -
i:; '! 
',"' I• :._ 
- , · . I 
~- -- - - -- - -~ __ ·:_~.-~~- , ...... _~_',.~~·-'~,,-;";,"ci_. _.-.:: ._. 
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" ' ' 
tliat thirig- a 1:>~by, 1• _ she said~ _ She took 
- ; --· .. : - -- . .. ·- . ~ . - --~- . 
.. .. -
" 
· Mother's arm. ''A man as big as T.P. Come 
_. -, , 
.on, now,· if you going.'' 
_, 
- ·- --,..- -
-, 




''I'm afraid to.'' Mother said. - They- ·- -------- ------·- - --- .. -- ----· ----- ·----· . ------ - ·-
·- __ ,. ' - -.- .,;. 
.. ca-me -down the steps and Dilsey helped 
1
_- - -- ---
• .;, ·•·- -'·- e -
. -· -·- ~- -- . ---
-.--- -· .. :: ·- - - -- -· . - ... --- -
' .. 




-~ . - . ' 
.- ..... - .... 
''I just know_ something will. happen.'' 
~ ·~ - . \'" . ~ i-t' ,,· ' .'_! . 
·. ·, 
""'==" 
·,;: .. ,.· · .. _.,.--_ . .~ . . ..... "' ~ ---'----~--- --- -· _' -- . . -
' _______:_______ ------· . - ------ -- - -- .,. 
-::----~~- ---· _:_~ _ • ___ ,- : ____ . A-... _Mother . sa!d. _ -· ' 'Sto.p, Benjamin.''- - - ·--- .. • .. --,-A- . - - ----~- • -- • - . --- . - -- ·-. --,..--~ • ~---· .. , '-•.. ----
- ·-·-. • • ....... -- ......... --------~ •• • •• - ••• ~- (· .:c ,-. • .... ' .... -- - • • -·. -.~ ... -- ·-·-· • 
' ) 
''Give him a flower to hold.•,~ . Dilsey 
---- - - ------ ------------- -- - ------- ----- ----------- --------- --~-___:c:___ _______ ,
her hand in. 
"No, no.'' Mother said.·· ''You '11 ha.ve -




''You hold them.'' Dilsey said. - . ''I ,·11 
- ' -
-~ ·---~- ·-- . -- _, .. -· . . ;;.;-:--·--·-···--;·--------------,---------;-- --· -·-··---·-·-----·-. . ---~ 
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:• 
get him one out.'' She gave ·me a flower 
and her hand went away. (29~30) 
That Mrs. Compson refers to a thirty-three year old 
Benjy as a baby, makes this point clearly. Her refusal 
to give Benjy a flower from the bunch she is tak~ng to 
the cemetery shows the superfici~lity of her feelings. 
. It is Dilsey who gives Benjy the flower; it is Dilsey 
who does everything for ~.-~.njy and for Mrs. Compson, too •. 
Mrs. Compson is a totally ineffectual person who--~---·---
' . 
·spends her time nursing her imaginary illnesses. She 
_is a poor mother who exhibits no understanding of her 
children. To Caddy, the one person whose love of Benjy 
\_ 
I 
-•• ,1.- - ·-----.-·- - -









-----·--. -- ~~·~~---· --
~--·-· --·--'" .. ~-·--. --· ---:---~-·---.---. 
... 
- :-·.,"· - ---.-ft should be obvious to even the casual observer that . 
. . 
·-·.-·-·.-·-.-·· -------········ --- ··-·---·--;· . 
. ... ·---------.-!': .. _-.· _,.:...~. ··-- .. ·--·---- ~---- •... , . Q 
. -Caddy would ·never tease· Benjy. .Eve.n--T~P., a teenager, 
.. ~ 
. .  
. understands Benjy better than his own mother does: : . 
' . 
0 
. . ·-······ ·- -· ·. · ..... ''"'''"-"'"·•---- .. --------· •. , .... , . - ' - - - t·.- ,- He want to go- down yonder and look ·- ···--··· .. -----·· ~--······ - ·--- ...... -·-·· -·---- ' .. ,.·--- ________ .. _. _____ ·-
............. 
through the gate, T.P.- said • 
- -- -----~-- - - -- - - --- ----- -
' 
Well,· he cannot do i"t ,_ Mother said. 
· It's raining. You will just have to play 
.. ·._. ___ .. ____ .. ________ · ___ · __ ··---~--.-· ---------------~---_ -------w-ith him and keep- him quiet. You, Ben-
-- .. ----- -- ----~-- ---~ - --- ------ --- - ·--7·--···--,~~-- - -
. jamin. 
L·-·----_-· -~~~-~--.-,---~-------· __ A_i_n~t_n·othi__ng_·_going ____ to quie~~him,--T.-P--.-------__;___.:___;..:.:....:_~.::__---
·# 
. .,; . 
,i''.":"1-"·; 
._. -. 
said. ·, +- He think if he down to the gate, Miss 
,:• .. • 
- -- -·caddy come back. 
---------·---__:_...a~~--
M_rs. Compson never really wants to know why Benjy 
cries; she,:;·'only wants him to be quiet. When Benjy 
.... ~ .... , 
burns his hand by putting it in the fire, Mrs. Comp-_ 
son never wonders if he may really be hurt. She is 
only upset because he is wailing. It is Dilsey who 
sprin~les soda on his hand, who comforts him as Mrs • 
. 
Compson says''~With two grown negroes, you must bring 
him into the house, bawling •••• You got him started 
~ . 
on purpose because ._.you know- 1.·'m sick'" (78-79). Just 
.. --·-··---···------- ·--·-··--------how-_.-:inef~ectual a mothe_r __ Mrs_ •... --Compson actually is is_:__ 
.. _ .... •·.· -· --
.. ------------- -----





' ' •I~• 
.. 
.. 
1 shown by.Quentin·'s angu·ishe·d cry on the· day of his 
suicide: ''if I just had a mother so I could say Mother 
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. Compson has abdicated her position as· mother of the·" \ ., 
,/' 
,1 
' - ... 
'.' - . . ~ \ 
family. Instead of devel~ping a strong person~lity and· 
· tJ,";. ·· 
----·-· .... 
.. ·· · _,. ____ ·~~----,----.-::~.t~t'.~m.pt!ng to llol.d _tbe family toge.ther .. when her- husband-~----··-~-.,-. -
turns from law to liquor, Miss Caroline prefers the 
•, 
role of a delicate aging Southern belle, shielded from 
the crass material wor1d: 
• &--,. _J 
., 
_!...... >· ~ --~. ~ ~~---:-
·''Yes. '' Moth·er· says,· ''I suppose women· who .. 
. -·:- ---·--,'. ---·---·--- ,_ 
stay shut up like I do have no idea what 
/ 
" . goes __ on ___ !~J:~is ___ town. ___ _.__L_JI __ L_~_My ___ life h.as ____ been. 1-:.----~~c.:..,_c._~~~---'----~· 
so dif fer~ent from that:• · 1Mother says. ''Thank 
~: 
God I dont know about· such wickedness~ I 
( . 
..,__ __ _:_----'_;_---'--..,;_..;,_._;_--'---:,---~-~don-t----eve-n--w-an-t---- -to know -about . it • " ·(275~ 76-)- -
_. '. ,r.i, 
. " ; 
In her failure to understand her husband and children, 
~ in her failure to provide the ·love and warmth they need, 
she is directly responsible for the disintegration of 
her family. She withdraws into a tiny world ·of her own 
making while her family deteriorates around her. Jos-
eph Gold notes that "Mrs. Compson '-s headaches are an ---- -
outward manifestation of her internal sickness of char-
acter. She is totally impotent in all affairs, and her 
' refuge is self-pitying withdrawal. In a sense, she is 
· - dead in life. 
_She ~emonstrates an ineffectuality that 
Quentin inherits. Her influence is a negative one."8 -
As John Hunt states, Dilsey 's ''phrases of love 
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- --------------------;. -- ___ .,_.,. 
. • . • ·• stand in striking contrast to the nominal mother's 
Self-pitying bids for,attilnt~on. 119 Dils~y steps ill to 
fill the void.left by Mrs. Compson; she raise~ both the 
.. Compson children __ ~~g_~g,er __ QWn_. _____ She ____ takes---On-t-he -adde-d- -~,~---~~~~~~~------- ·····---·---------· ----------··--·-·-···---- . .. 
-
. ' ., ' 
~~ -'. . 
::,·,..; ' .. 















burden to provide the·c6mpsori ch~ldren with the· only 
mother they ever really know. It is Dilsey who heals· 
their wounds, comforts them in.sickness, and pun~shes 
.. then when they miijbehave; The Compson children. turn- -_-
to ~ither Dilsey or their father when they have prob-
' 
. 
. lems, never to their mo~her. Jt_is Dil~ey who appar-
ently holds the family together: she rears Miss Quentin 
________ once Mr. Compson brings her home; she keeps peace be..;. 
.. , --· 
tween Jason and Miss Quentin just as she had between·. 
Jason and Caddy and Quentin. She takes.care of Benjy. 
As Waggo_ner. notes: · ''After Caddy is gone only Dilsey 
has compassion for Benjy--not only co~passion but even 
a kind of respect. Only to her is he not a 'thing' 




~~- -,--- ------- -- . 
---- - - -- What is Dilsey 's ··-relationship to the child~en? 
•" - ... ' ... ,•. -
·-- --- - .... ---- ·---~-- - . ------- -
How successful is she in rearing them? Can she over-
- come the examples of weakness and ineffectuality- set 
-J.-, 
by the elder ·Compsons? These questions must be an-
---- ----· ---···- -----
. 
· · -~ ....... sw~~ed to determine whether she is effective in···-·----- ~---------~-= . ----~-----~----,----··•··. . .. . . - . ••.-.~· ~--!•""''',--- -,-,- ..... - r 
holding the family together. Michael Millgate insists 
' 
"!' a"'_ . ..,., .. I that Faulkner_ gives us an "extremely positive pre-
se.ntat·ion of Dilsey with 
,•, 
her great fidelity, patience,· 
1. ''-··--· . 
, 
l. ' . / 
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' : r ~ 
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,,,,_· 
' .J ..:__ •• -~ 
---·-----~- ----- !'°'.._:_ - -· 
_,.. 
: __ e·ndurance ·and love. She is directly contrasted with · 
· -~he neurotic. Mrs. - Compson, whose ·failure to· give ·the 
-... 




children love is·a· primary cause of the family's 
--- - ~isintegratiofi~ ·and we see that it is··oilsey alone 
who attempts to give ·caddy something of_- that affection 
- she so desperately needs. ,,~l But Dilsey is unab-le - - -~ -------~-- ---------- -
- I 
-~·~ to .h~lp Caddy. The girl i-s forced t·o turn to . , 
· strangers to seek the love ··she is unable to find at 
home. As generous as Di lsey _' s supply of love .. i~, 







.- -· ---- - -
. ."'' 
----- -- : -J- \ . -~ ------· ---~ -- . . -
love of Caddy's parents and brothers. That Dilsey is 
unable to transmit hC3_r __ y_alt;t~~ to Caddy _is s~own c_learly~ ___ :..._~--------
by the type of life that Caddy chooses. But_Dilsey 
never judges or condemns Caddy; in fact she is the 
only one who has sympathy for Caddy. She objects to 
Mrs. Compson's ban on the use of Caddy's name. She 
stands up for Caddy against Jason: ''' I 'd like t·o 
-
know whut's de hurt in lettin dat po chile see her 
own baby, ' Dilsey said'' (225); she is always willing 
to support Caddy, but she is unable to.accomplish any-
thing positive in Caddy's behalf. 




-·~-----.---=:::.:..:.:::.:_:.::.:..........~--• ;_:__-~~--- ·~_frui (less. He appreciates ·he:r more objectively .and-·-----"---
•J,· .. 
.... ~~t n.t h.J 11 , 
~- I\,\ i \t • 
abstractly than do any of the other Compsons: ''Dilsey 
··- ·-- -·""· .-said itrthe change of Benjy's name7was.because 
I 
~.- '•· ' - -
-
-
t Mother was too proud for him. They rNegroes 7 come 
- -
~ -r It '' 
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into -wh1t·e · p·eople ·' s lives like that in · sudden sharp -




. ' ' in unarguable truth like under a microscope't (189). 
-17.: 
- . 
-------·--······~------------·-·- _____ .._ ___________ _ 
1f_t_}_\: . -
,. -·-··-------------- ·.... . ·----------·-.,.-----------
.. aut· "he is unable to absorb the practicality of th~ 
example she sets and so mourns for the mother he never 
had~ whom even ~ilsey could not replace .. For Quentin, 
Dilsey is more than a servant :and housekeeper, but she 
is not·a suitable substitute for.his mother. She is 
unable to do anything to p:i;event him from keeping his 
'·:,,,· . jf:. 
i(~~.: . 
·, :• 








- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- ·-------- -- --- - - - - - -------- ----------~------------
appointment with death. 





..... •'" , .. - .... -
maternal.instihets. Perpetually a chil~, he-needs 
someone to ·cl.othe, feed and care for him, and Dilsey 
is always there. There is very little she can actu-
ally do to benefit him; she is powerless t·o bring 
- ' Caddy back, regain the pasture, or even, finally, to 
~-~. keep Jason from sending Benjy to Jackson. _ Dilsey is 
kept too busy by the other members of the family to 
take the active interest in Benjy that Caddy did. Dil-
sey tries to protect Benjy from Luster's teasing, but 
•,. 
,', 
she cannot. She is~kept too busy with·her housework 
and the whining demands of Mrs. Compson. Mrs. Compson 
continually refers to Benjy as a judgment upon her, a 
' punishment for her sins ,(25,121-22,238), but it is Dil- -
--~ 
----,- ----------·-~-- -· 
. ~ 
-t ·• 
• ! ... 
,,,.. 
------·-····· 
sey who actually bears the burden of Benjy's idiocy • 
• J 
h ' 
I • 1· 
... 
. ' -
. ' . 
··, ': ."· I 
; 
:,:,. . _., -'I • ' 
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• ~--·- ·. -- . -- - . ---·-··- --- >-···--
I . 
. . . .· .. 
. ,._.· . ··-· ----. - --- . ----------------------. __________________ .:...__c___ _____ _ 
·'·····----·---~----- -- . 
It~. is Dilsey who S'llffers ·-in silence when Mrs. Copipson " 
,says:-_ ~'You're not the one who has .to bear it •••. . \ 
It's not·_you:r.- responsibility. You----can--go--away. ¥o-u 
I 
.-
'"~-------------:: _____________ . ________ _.:: __ ~~-~------·-----.--don't have" t_o bear the brunt of it· day in-, ·and day out. - -- --- ·- ·-·--·---- -----·-····-- --- -
. . 




You owe nothing to them rthe Compsons 7, to Mr. 
{' - -
Compson 's memory ' '' (288) • Dilset takes better car~ 
Qf Benjy than.his own mother does. Dilsey takes better 
. • . • .... -~ ,1 '. 
care of him than sh·e does of the other· children, but-.·· 
the hopelessness of his condition points up the 
--futi-·lity of he-r.-e:ff-orts-;-· ·_ Benjy is ·una-ble -to appreciate 
her-efforts, and_l th~ other members of the family are 
.l 
- unwilling to. 
Dilsey's failure as surrogate moth~ to the Comp-
son children is clearly evident with regard to Jason 
and Miss Quentin. They determine the outcome of the 
-~ novel and pull the last few remaining stones out of-
the already disintegrating house of Compson. Jason 
I • 
does not absorb any of Dilsey's values. He has none of 
the affection and compassion that characterize both 
Quent in and Caddy . '' ' I know you never had any tender-
- ness for Jason, ''' Mrs. Compson says to Dilsey, "'You've 
-never tried to conceal it ''' (288). This remark said in 
:- - ·:...- .., .• - -; '.' • ' - ,. . ' ... ·.,;,.,i •• • .~.. -
~- -- '~-~--...-,- ·----- .. ~--.-:......,_ spite has more truth to it th·an Mrs. Compson realizes. 
... 
- -
· Dilsey does not show the warmth for Jason that she does 








~ '. substitute for Mrs. Compson's, but J~son lacks even this. 
I, 
' . .......... , 
f\. ' · .• 
. ~ ~ ... 
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--~fter ·pamu_d~y 's death, - the only - one Jast>n can turn to···· ---- ,----
----
- --
' for ·£.tffection· is ·his mother, who is a· superfi"Cial shell 
- . 
_ ~nca~able of t~uly feeling for anyone but· herself. That • ,I' I ---- ' 
-------- ~ ---- -·-·-
--- . -·-------- -·· .... -- . ---
--- - -
------ --- -- - - . 
·Jason,turns out to be cold and heartiess is not surpris-
~ ;, ing; that he could have developed any differeritly, 
had Dilsey cared for him as she had~for the others, is 
open to . speculation._ 
Miss Quentin differs fron\ 1·.the other Compso~s in 
' that she has ~iterally been deprived of her mother, 
ter. Iron~cally Caddy truly·loves her daughter and· 
would probably have been a good mother, showing the 
···--·----·-·-·- --·-·- ·--······-·---·-----. -
·-· --· -·· 
-
same· ·affection and concern that she had shown for 










1A~d whar. else do she belong?' Dilsey says, 'Who else 
gwine raise her 'cep me? Aint I raised e·vei'y one of 
y'all?''' (216). But it is with Miss Quentin that 
Dilsey's failure ·in rearing the children becomes most· \., 
apparent. This failure is due partly to Dilsey's 
·advancing age and inability to successfully perform 
all of the tasks that fall to her, but the major reason 
is that Dilsey no longer has mere.ly to fillthe void ------- ---------- ' - . 
. -C~c.,=-=-----·:' -~-=-:-::::-..-~::·.'.'..~~ left by the passive elder Compsons. She must now also "'11tf- t\. .. ' 
.. - -". ·-
. ~ ---·. --·-~ .. ·., -·-·· -· . 
- ;.· 
' ,. /. 
1 • 
c-ombat an active Jason. And Jason's cold calculatio~ 
is too much for Dilsey to overcome: '''You's a cold 
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.. ' . . 
Lawd I got mo heart .dan dat, even if hit- is black''' . (225). · 
- .--· .·_·- :· ... "':=-- -- ---- -· -- . -
r ... {' 
- -- -··- -- ------ - ... -- -
- . . , .. _··, ... __ . -r 
. --. .. . .. •···· -------- --- - -·--------,--- . ·:~~- --~· ------· ------· :.,____. __ : __ ,__ ·--.----· -, - -- ------~-- - .. ·- --
- - ~- -- .·. -· --- -----·- - -:·Dilsey 's . h-eart is not enough to protect Miss Quentin _ 
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----· - ..... -·wishing she had never been b·9rn (206). · Miss Quentin~- - ----·--------------- .--._---------
.. 
··--· 
·~. . : 
does not even respect Dilsey, the only-person within 
reach truly on her side,._- Dilsey,~s inabilitY to prote~, 
.. Miss Quentin from Jason is_ evi·dent in her futile at-t 
-
<tempts on Friday morning at the brea~fast table. Dilsey 







ult.imately denied by Miss Quentin: 
" . 
_ ''Now, _now," ~nilsey says, ''I aint gwine _ 
- --~J-~~-~--~--~----- - - - -- - - --- - .............. ··- -- ------- -------- -~--~--- --------- .. -She.put her hand on 
Quentin. She knocked it down. 
''You damn old nigger,"· she says. She 
ran toward the door. (203) 
Dorothy Greer notes that: 
, with a self-pitying, whining woman, a well-
intentioned but weak head of· the family, a 
' parasitic brother-in-law, a resentful young boy, 
t·.., ;.<"·, and an innocent and fated baby, Dilsey had 
her daily stint of handling the affairs ~----·--
-------· ~ --~' ~- - ,--· ------------ ------·-
--··-·-- -- a.,.c·---,-----~",c'_-_,_~·,- .,.c··.: •• ,~, - - - --· ·the Compsons. Her white folks seemed to be 
- . .. ~- ... - .. _ __. .. ----,.-.-· _.,._ ...... ' -- . --- ----- ·- -- --
·~ 
,.·· i .·' \' 
,:·. :.' ,\ : ,',, • • ;.:., ._;~ . ,! ,• :'~. 
--- -·-- ·-~--,., 
failures in everything they t·ouched, but it 
. 
. ' 
was her duty to make the most of the situa-
tions, to attempt to keep each member in his 
place 'i t\O 
' . ,.f












- -· . , ... -- • -- .... ,__ •':'.• ....... ' . .,_ '. __ .,.. ·-~·~--::,.,n,--_""'.,,___-
- . r: 
1 __ :.....:_ ... ________ ----- ---- -- ··--------·------· --
. ·-·--- ~------·- ---,-···· -
21 
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~ . . - . i . 
-
-· ... ·,~- -
_;_c.--··- --- .. -----·· ----
~ · ·. · · 12·· ones: who- were in ,' 1need 'of -it • ,. ' 
.. ____ . -- ··-·- '·-··· 
-· ·~·- -~----··· ' --- . ___ ·- ----·--· . - · .. _ --~-·-- .. ·-: ·. -·- ·-:-· -~- .. - .. ____ :_ .. ··.-. 
. ·, 
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•· •. 
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•, • •. :J 
.. - " ' ···--~--____f 
:-, - ·_ ;, -·'- getber dcies not result from lack of effort ~n her part. 
-- ·- Her instinctive love,, ·and compassionate heart are not ....... ------·-------------------------------
~nough to overcome the disease scourging the Comps~ 
... family and the new morality ·and materialism of the ~ 
post-war~world. 1, Ironically, it appears that Mrs. Comp~ ,_ 
,!.-•-- .- .• •· - ----·-·· - --- --~----· - - ---- __ <II_ - ·-- ,. ' 
-
,,__,___-------------,--·----· -- ' ------·--- -- ....... ' . 
son, -t~_rough Qher" influence over .. Jason, is the one who 
manages to hold the family together, although, as I 
.. 
' ; .. ·,~ .. --~/,,/· 
~--- ------- ------,.' -,;,__;,. _  -_ ~-'-'---/ --ha-ve----shew-n,-----s-he-----is--- t-he---o-ne w-ho-----a-ssures-t-he-----d-ownfall--o-f 
the family. Jason, 1•the last sane Compson'' (9,16), 
.. 
~- . . ., has the st.rength to hold the family to_gether, but it 






alive, she refuses to have Benjy sent to Jackson. 
Even Luster ·is aware that it is Mrs. Compson who has 
kept Benjy out of the . il)sane asylum: ''You/--aenjy 7 
- -
know what they going to do with you when Miss Cahline 
die. They going to send you to Jackson, where you 
be long, Mr • Jason say so'' (73) . Mrs . Comps on de-
pends on Dilsey and the other Negro servants and will. 
. 
' 
not let ~ason dismiss them; she insists on rearing 
Miss Quentin, over Jason's objections, in honor of 
.. 
her husband's memory. Jason listens ·toJher, humors 
-----~-~-------····.--her, i;n spite of himself. It is not until after she 
-=- \ 
. ' ~ ........ " '" 
,- ·---i dies that Jason completes the· destruction of the 
..... .,.,-:--
t~mi ly unit. Only when he no longer has ~o sacrifice 
''what .pleasures might have been the right and just 
\ 
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·------~----···- -· ... -~--........ , ···:-··--·-----···-·· --- - . 
due and even the necessity of a thirty-year-01-a . • 
··---.-·· .. -~•••·•• -~-------•··--·-··-··--~---L. _--- - -.- . ...:·---·-·-- .- . --
Da,elor, so tliat his moth8r's life.might continue as · 
.. 
. •· ~ .... , ... - nearly as_ possj.~c-le t·o what it had been't is Jason "able 
ll' . 
·---·- -· ·---- ----
_: ___________ ~.·--_ -~:=~-----~~-~-----c-_:_ ________ to free himself forever not only from the idiot brother .- ---------------------------
·~------
'···- ... ---···-· J 
. ...... 
' and the house but from the Negro woman too'' (17-18) • 
, .. 
_J,. Dilsey's inability to give the Compson household • 
"'~,· <L ~ ' 
the ~tability it needs to survive is foreshadowed by 
- -- : . . ' ' 
' . . 
----·-------,-· 
-···.-------_ ----,fne, ·view presented of her own family~ ___ _:- -:---;r J ' --- -- - -- --- ---The Gibsons are· 
, . 
. _:;· 
far better adjusted than the Compsons, bu:t they, too, 
'\ 
.c.:___~..:.----'-----;-~---are .... exp.osed to the pre.ss-ures of- modern s·oc±e·ty- and--·- ------
feel its influence •.. Dilsey, an ex-slave, faces the 
1 
. .. world with a philosophy based strongly, on Christianity. 
1-----~~------:--~----Bh:e. relllains· true to those virtues and values (love, 
honor, pity, sacrifice, and compassion) that are ra-
pidly fading in the modern world. Her children are 
the products of modern society, attracted by the lure 
r I 




of '~fine bright cheap intransigent clothes manufactured 
• . . rin 7 Chicago and New York sweatshopl!lif' (21). 
- -
They do not have the ties to the land, the sense of 
, place, that their parents have. Instead, they are at--
tracted· to the citie~,- St. Louis and Memphis. But 
although t~ey do not always understand or agree with 
-~------------
.,,_. -- .. - -
-----·-, -





If •• ' 
. ' 
each other, there are a love and r~,pect between Dilsey 
and her family that.are totally lacking in the Compsons. 
the ~ifferences between Dilsey and her family are 
the result of different senses of values, but Dilsey's 
family submits to her authority, ju'dgments, and practi.:. 
'··--
. . 
---·----~ - ,., ' 
----' - -~-.- - ...... _..,__ --·,,. ~·- " -· ----- ···-----~---.. . ,... -- ..• , .... ~.,.._.- ------- ,, ·-·. - . -· -- - .- >,-~-> .:.~-~.:.:..~---- : .. •.,' _,,-_::. -~-~: ,.;.-:~: ::..>.-:-::.;..:;;::;.'.:,:. . ...:-,. -_-:-. ':-- .·.::·...: ~--!..-:.;c-.:: .. ,.,·.-:,_· ' 
\,, - 23 .. 
. '. 
----~-
~-- ···---------··------,--- _, ____ , ___ :_ ..... _, .. ,._ - .. 
. . ----- -·---------
. . 
- ......... -- ---·· . -- ·cal observations-. · -Frony is •the child who· r~mains - -----
,••·•·--,-,··,--.--a ., . .-.-.--.c-- ,.-_.,.-·-•a;-··::.:.-.:... __ ,---o-- ___ 
·-··· 
···-·--- •••• _ _ ~. 
=_ 
-- __ '_i-_:: .. :,---,-- :~- ___ --~----~:--.. _- -: ~ _j" c:~o,sest to Dilsey 's values .. Her --sense of duty ~to ~er ________ _ 
. ~ 
. 
· _;~~----:- - ..c--~----mether brings her back to Jefferson from St. Louis. 
- -------' ------ - --- ------- ---- --
___ A:fter Jason sells the _ho.use, she ''moved back. to Mem-
phis to make a home for her mother since Dilsey re-
. "' 
fus·ed to go further than that'' (21). Frony 's sense~·of 
propriety :.,is not always acceptable ·to Dilsey: ' 
. 
- .'.!_ ... - : -
- --- ------- ·--- -
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''Folks talkin. ,t • -· • 
__ , _______________ _ 
--------·-------- -----· 
-~---------··-------·----·------------·--
- -..... • ~ .. ,,,. ') 
'!And I. knows whut kind of folks,'' Dilsey 
said, ''Trash white folks. Dat's who it is. 
but nigger church a int good :enough fer him.'' 
' 
''Dey talks, j es de same, '' . Frony said. 
''Den you send um to me, '' Dilsey said. 
"Tell um de good Lawd dont keer whether 
he smart er not. Dont nobody but white 
trash keer da t . '' (306) 
Dilsey rebukes Frony for her concern with appearances. 
.. . 
---------,-----· "---- .. 
Frony listens with respect to her mo.ther 's reprimand 
but continues in her own way, unable to accept the 
values that have worked for her mother . 
i 
. -~. 





, .. ' . 
T.P., the youngest son, represents a break with 
the traditions of his p~rents; he is, according to 
Dorothy Greer, ''the new 'free Negro, ' but neither st.rong 
·~··· enough nor weak enough to·break the family ties 
\ 
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----------------- --·----------- -------- ----·--·------------------- ----- -------------··-. --------··:~----··:c.-,·------ - - - -- -·· -~--- --- ------··-- ---- .. - -- --- -- - -- - - -
. . .. -- ---. .. -
-·-· .·-·----- . 
. . . 
completely~---- He is a .real ·worry to· both Roskus and - .. . ......... _ - .. -- .. ··--·· . --
. ' .. ,~ - --·. - - . '- . 
•;,c...·,c· __ .. =-c;•.c .• ·.-c-,··.-;.i,, •. ·cc.-:.·,,.___.•_.: •• , .• - .,L·.c·.- ••. c· 
. Dilsey, who ~ear this new f-reedom without being _able~ .. - --
-· 
.,. . 
. · - .. - 13 
to put it into words . '' T.?.,_with his Memphis ideas 
.an~ clothes, signals the end· of the Gibson family with 
its ·emphasis upon traditional ~alues. 
Luster, the grandson ,who is Dilsey '_s. pr·i-de and 
joy, has been hopeless~r spoiled by he~. He show$_ _ _____________ _ 
signs of .following his uncle T .P. rather than his-
grandmother. He seems to lack.that natural instinct 
f_or ____ knowJ.ng ___ what is_ righ_t_ that. characterize-s D-il-sey.- ---~---- -----
·, . 
, a 
In reply to Luster's comment '' 'Dese· .is funny folks. 
Glad I aint none of em, ''' Dilsey s,ays, "' Aint none 
-----,-~,....----:,--,.....,....,....~-,-;------o-f-·who? -. --~---~ -L-emme- tell you somethin, nigger ·boy,· 
• 
you got,jes es- much CDmpson devilment in you es any 
of em''' (292). These wo:rd_s are true to a degree 
greater than Dilsey realizes. Luster is continually 
teasing Benjy in ways that neither of Luster's uncles, 
Benjy's forme~ caretakers, would have dared, and 01·1sey 
I ·'\ 
is increasingly less able to prevent him •. She spoils 
him by getting~him money to see the show she disap-
proves of, even·after he has lost the first quarter • 
His desire to wear his new hat on Easter indicates 
--·---.--- - ·.- - ~. · -·- , the sense of false pride whic .. h·i: oauses him t.o -take the -, · -
' . 
-----,·-~-:----= ·wrong way around the monument in the final scene, so 
·1 ' •. J' 
. r, ,'t ·' 
'I l 
-; 
' ~ . "; ' 
1,- .• .. 
\ '• I 
that he can ''show dem nigg~rs how quality does'' (33,5). 
. ' 
The false pride, desire for material possessions, 
and-city pleasures a~e things-that Dilsey cannot over-
' ' 
. . \ 
. ,. 
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"-=come .iii-lier Own f3.lllil:y. SJ;ie is Unable tc:> transmit her 
-!f: 
. . ,· .. --,C-- •. ·- ... - -. .... -·. 
-----· ,_:._ . --:-.'.-. ·-' --·-·-- -·· -···· -~- - ---- ---~-- -·----~------ ·-.---. _ __, ____ -
--- ' .. ,-. _.' '.. - -.-· .. 
I? 
values to :them because they live in a world.far different 
·., 
C ' 
/· ... ' 
She holds her family together through the 
sheer weigh~ of her personality and becau~e of her 
children's love for her. But they are clearly moving 
away from her a·nd her world, and 'she is no more able to 
- .=- -- - .. 
. . ' 
save a·nd protect her own family than · she can save the .. 
Compson family. 
. 1__) 
-------·- -- ---- ... ---- --- --- ------- -- --~ -- ---- --- - __ L ___ _ 
•:'\". 
<: . ,. 
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,r-----....:-~----· ... -. ! .:~ .... ~. . DILSEY AND TlME . ) . 
--:.·. -,,~:--·,.·· --·,· ,-.=.~-;-.·,--,...,.. -:·,·-,.·--;- -~·-.·.-r-·----..·-::·--- ---;-. .-:·-·· -.- .• , ..•... ~--,- i' ""' -·~ ._ •. .,._;.: •. _,- '·=·· -
- ·,,.,...,,.,.~-~-.-·~.,,_---.··---~ ... -.. ,.~--·. ' 
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• •' -'-••••'••••••• .~·---·,- ·••-••·"c•:-;-·-••."---•'•·---'-'"· ...••.• _.T." . ' ••• .: • -- - • ...c... .. .:, ___ - -~--=- - - -- -------~ - - - --
····-··---i-·--·-·--"-·- -· ----- -· ·- -- --- -- -·-· - - . -
____ Throughout The Sound and the Fury the reader ·is 
- ,-- -4--· ·. ----- . . ,
. . 
aware of Faulkner's emphasis upon time. Each of·the 
four sectiops is dated, arid they are presented out of 
.. 
-~~~onological order. The stream-of-consciousness 
technique of narration with its variety of time. levels , - - ----,-- ----- -- ---.'-, -------·--- ... ---L,-----.-- -" -
- , , 9' 
-·-- ---· . 
. --··------- ---- -·-.f 
·------forces the~ reader to be awa.re. of · the structural and a 
\_ 
,, 
,;_ ~ - . 
r . 




~ -- ---- ~----- -- --- ----·· - -
thematic importance of time. In Benjy's section alone, 
. 
- ~-
the everits- recounted occur at at·least eleven different 
periods in time. 1 Clocks and watches provide a 
steady beat a_gainst which the action occurs. Dilsey 
tells time by· the brok~n kitchen clock. Quentin's~ 
·broken watch becomes symbolic o! the in~ffectuality of 
.................... ···- ·····-· ·······-·--·.·--· -----.·--·····--·-·-··-- .. ---···-,o·•·-·----~--····-···-··-···-·- ··-·····--·-··----- .... ,.,-- -- ., 
.. the entire Compson family. Each character is··either 
extremely conscious of time or unconscious of it·. This 
awareness or lack of it is.significant in determining 
\ 
the··ability of the character to adjust and live in 
that moment of time which is reality: the present. 
Sartre explains: 
·• •. • Faulkner's concept of the present • . • 
---·=--~_-.. __ ·-~=·:--------········---.:·-____ -__ -.. __ -._--=-=·---·--i:s· not a circumscribed ·or sharply defined ·point --
•·I- .f ,•• 
. ''\ 
. . between past.and future. His present is ir-
. ; 
, 
·-·---~-·,- ... rational in its essence ... Beyond this ·-· .. .__ ..... ~-..~---"" ......... ~ .. -~~.:--.:.--:;··· 
I' 
: t .. 
.. 
present there is nothing, since· the future' 
does not exist. One present, emerging 
.. , . 
' . , . 
• 
-f.- • ~ .· 
;~ .. 
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---- _ from the_ unknown, drives. o~t ano~her -· present, : ____ ._- ~-,--",·--. ___________ , 
" -- .. ----,--_ ".,,-.-.,-,_->.; .---···',:"~.,,. ··. -'=•· -
-·-· • • _ • The other- characte·ristic of Faulkner's 
.· . ·, 
pr~sent i~Asuspension ••... a kirid of ar- -
rested motion in time. -In Faulkner, there 
is never any progression, nothing •hibh can 
-
'come from the future. The present does not 
contain; ~n itself, the ~uture events we ex-, ----- . -
pect .•.• On the contra~y, tri be~p!esent 
is to appear without reason and be sris-
pended.2 
The attitudes of the characters toward time fall 




..scious of time, and Quentin, who is so abnormally .. , " 
aware of·. time that he is incapacitated by it. Jason, 
too, is incapacitated by time ~she vainly tries to 
' . 
catch up to it. Between these extremes Faulkner gives 
us Dilsey, the. ,only member of the Compson househq~d, '' I~+ 
as Leon Edel notes, with "a firm grip on time and by-
.--, . --
this token, on reality. • . • . She knows that for the 
.. 
Negro in the South there is always a difference in •~ .... , -,-~· 
time. ••3 
Dilsey's place in the novel gains importance - •' - --·-·---·~------ ·-.·r- .. , • --
. ·- '-,.-• ·,._,, .. ·-, ·-~:c-· 
~--~~ 
when we compare her attitude toward and-acceptance of 
time with the inappropriate concepts.held by the Comp-
sons~ That Dilsey:is the only major character in the 
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- -~ 
.· .·_•··_·_-surprising "once twe·. understand t~_a·t the -other character~,~-
.. 
·-·····-·· -··- ·'·--·-·--·-······-···-·-··--.. ~-- . ----------
·· through their misconceptions ·of time, are unable to cope···-
with reality~ The- three Compson brothers all distort 
·--·-···---·-·---·-----------,....,--
time by fail~ng to see tt in proper perspective; each, 
.• 
therefore, finds it disturbing. Only Dilsey is not 
· concerned with time~ she does not nee~ to be because 
she understands it intuitively. 
Time is confusing for Benjy.· His time ratst~tic, 
. ' 
almost a parody of eternal time, where all things occu~ 
·.simultaneously. Quentin lives in the past, the past 
of Southern aristocracy and chivalry. He regrets the 
passage of time because it destroys these ide~ls, and ... 
' he·att~mpts to stop time in an effort to turn the clock 
back. Jason lives mechanically in time; -his compul~ive 
. ..~.. - ·- . . .. . -
awareness of the exact hour, his emphasis on the pres-
ent moment is a form of sterility. He is dead in life 
as are Quentin and Benjy, but only Quentin pushes his 
concepts to their natural conclusion. Perrin Lowrey 
perceptively notes: 
- ___ .. --- ...... --.--
Each of the Compsons has a concept of time 
which makes it difficult for him to live in 
I 
,. ,. . ...... ,-... '· ..... 
his. world ••••. Only ••. Dilsey ••. holds 
a,proper notion of time; Fshe.7 understands 
- - . 
• • •.• - ••. -- - ---c --c..,, . . ' 
- .. ~' ="'----=-=·----·-.... __ ,. __ ,--=- --·· ---- ···-- . ..., ... __ .,. - ' 
···-·---·---~ that time is a continuum •• • • the Compsons 
.. 
' . 
have a romantic idea of 'the way things used ,, ... 
· to be' which blurs their vision of the 
' . le·,, 
.. 
· ... 
:._ C ~ ' 
'.~," 
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-C,C-- ·.---·-. - --··· ...... •··- · 
-- ' 
- ' pr~sent. -None of thein understands the re- _. -__________ ·-·-- --------- _____ . 
. - -- . . . - - . ,. .... . ---·--1 at i oris hip between past and present and 
.. --. 
future;. each has a flawed vis_ion of reality. 4 
Both Benjy and-Quentin live in fixed worlds. For 
Benjy_ everything occurs in the pre-~ent. His flawed-~-
,', 
mind is unable to distinguish past action from current, 1 . 
and he is unable to conceive of a future. Most of ' 
\ ' 
. ·---------------- --· --- ------- ·--- -
. -
. ' 
the scenes he recalls, how~ver,. occurred in the distant 
past. Tim~ doe~ not exist for Benjy because he is not· . r 
-------- -
- - ---------·--·--·-···---------------·------- ·--------=-_,,,-=-=--==~==== ~ ---------~---<t----- --------··--------· --- -----" - ---
coriscious of its passage. He lives in a,wo~ld of sen-
s.ation where events occurring in 1905 are as immediate 
~s those of 1928. Lowrey explains: ''He rsenjy 7 
. - -
I -
never consciously relates cause and effect in a time 
relationship; ••. In Ben's world •.• everything is 
.. ..... ', 





__ ,_ __ ,·- - . --~---·- - ·-- -
. -. ... . . " - " ,, ,i ·- .... - . ' ... ~ - ' 
momentary, fleeting. Beca·use Ben is unaware of the 
lapse of time, he is always approaching, but never quite 
reaching a pure specious present. ,,5 Benjy substitutes ~ 
routine for time. Certain things occur with regularity: 
the riding to the graveyard, watching children at the 
gate, playing with his weeds, watching the golfers. 
He is disturbed when anything upsets the established 
routine. Ca~dy upsets his routine because she does not 
/ 
live in a fixed world; she lives a world.that contains 
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·but the loss of her that Benjy remembers (19). 
r ..... : I 
Cad~y is cut of·f from her brothers because she is 
.. 
•ia' l ;, ' l 
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aware of reality and therefore ''doomed :·and knew it f··~··-- -c--'---·::.--: :- - - --
ac6epted the doom with6ut either seeking or-fleeing 
· it'' (10). She also violates Quent-in 's world. He is ) · 
.• obsessed with the. passage of ti~e because with it goes 
-.----- -
-----·-------- --- ----
- -· - ··-- . . . 
---1.nnocence . He recalls a story--·Versh told him about a -· 
. 
'· man who castrated himself: , ''It's not not. having them 
r sexual organs· 7. · It's nev?er to have had them then· · 
-
-
~ I could say O That Tha:t .. ''s" Chinese I dont know Chinese'' 
,, (135). Quentin -ishes he had been able to remain per-
----- -~ .-_ -~= --·--·---·. --..;,;..,-~-======:=~====~=--~-~~ .. ~.-~.~- ·--· .............. ·· .·. ---- --·- -·----·-----------~---· -..... i 
• 
- - . - . - .. -' .. ' . - - . ~ .. 
-
petuilly pr~-pubescent! never to have felt the sexual 
< r 
stirrings which bome with maturity. To eiiminate the 
offending organs is not enough, because innoc~nce is 
lost W-·i th the awareness of their function. Quentin 
longs for a pre-lapsarian innocence which is impossible 
in a temporal world. Caddy is subject to change and 
adapts to it. Quentin cannot; instead he desires to 
arrest change by living permanently outside of time. 
As Frederick Hoffman says: ''Quentin tries every means -~ 
to destroy time, to d_isprove its accuracy and its ef-
fective contrril of human affairs because it is ates-
6 timony and a measurement of human decay. 1• .. 
!• 
Mr. Compson, aware o~ Quentin's obsession with - --- ··- --- - ------·---- -
... , .. -- .. - ·-- -
- -
. •'·'·•--·~-, .. ,·. -·· ~~.,----~=':.~~time' tells him' ''. • • . :·::-:·:--~·-·~~;f;·,.,....:.::~r ~~= a man is the sum of his mis= - · 
-· . . ,- -- " -· -- .. ~---~ ' - ~ -· . - - - --- ---- . 
. ----~--- ---::.,-:.::··-__ ·:. : -~-:.:·-:-_:·.:·, .. --... - .~-=---.-~~--- -.... 
,. 
.. 
fortunes. One day you'd think misfortune would get 
tired, but then time is your misfottune'' (123). He 
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time, but·' t)?.at you migJ).t forget· it_ ~.QW_ ~nd then for a - _...,, _________ -
- -----. 
ni&.tnent and:- not spend all your·· breath trying to conquer 
it''· .(9·5). _ But Quentin is unable to ignore ''the round •• . .p 
31. 
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. r~·. ~, .. 
.. 
- - - .. ,, - -
. breaks .. ·the ·~~ tch' he cannot esc.ape time; it surrounds-'-,,;/ 
·. him 'i:n the form of ~is shadow, the position of tl).e sun, 
,. 
·factory sirens, and church·bells. Lowrey accurately 
·-. '!·~ 
Ttates: "He thinks of sleep as a temporary getting 
outside p_f .it rtime 7, and he thinks of death as a 
- -
-p~r.~nent getting out~ide of it .. • • He bas decided 
,..., that on~_way·to get outside of time is to kill himself, 
" 6 
and he-.has set a time for his suicide.''7 Quentin's 
., suicide is inevitable, for it is his only way to cease 
changing, to be forever suspended in a given instant. 
,)) If Quentin i~ unable to stop time before the hour he 
has set for his suicide, then that moment will artri;e, 
and he will kill himself in order to forget time. 
Sartre comments: 
.. 1· 
- . ...____ . ---- -- -- ·- - -·· As for Faulkner's heroes, they never fore-
see: the car takes them away, as they 
look back. The approaching suicide which 
.~~~~~~~~--~brows its dark shadow over Quentin's 
•, --
.. 
--last day is not in the rea·1m of 'human·- - - -~---=-~--- ... •-. ·----~ ·-----· ·- --~-""""--·- - ~ ..... -
.. - .. . 
• • • • I 
• n 
. ., ' 
. ••• t, 
. ,-.., . 
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• 




conceive of the possibility of not killing 
himself. The suicide is an issue already 
' . 
.,,c• ='j 
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. . 
. -'· ...... , . as it is impossible to stop, time • 
Jason is also ext,remely conscious of _t_~l!I,~~- bu~_ he 
-~ - ·----
--- - - - - --
is· .no more able .than Quentin to use it to his own ad-· 
vantage. Quentin is concerned with time as an abstrac-
tion; Jason is a slave to the clock. 
1 
He "'iS always 
preparing to live, _·not living. _Ue does not have ·enough· 
time. He is sure to take his full hour for lu,nch; he 
' is always complaining that old Job does not get his -
work done in time. Jason's efforts are always futlie.-
Lowrey observes: ''All day long he rushes from place 
to place, but he~never quite gets anywhere in·t~me to 
--- -- -- . ---~---·- --




accomplish his desires. Though he attempts to~steal 
and hoard time just as he does money .•• he is always 
..... just a little too late. • . . -But his lateness is L ~,, 
• ···-•-;-
, I 
always self-induced. ,,9 He just misses catching the 
man with the red tie; he continually misses the reports 
on cotton piices. The telegraph operator patiently 
lets Jason fill out a. telegram for New .York: ''He 
looked at the message, then he looked at the clock . 
.. 
'Market closed an hour ago, ' he says'' (261). 
As Lowrey explains: ''Jason never thinks of time as 
a continuu,m', but always in a mechanical and minute-to-
. ' ""· 
\ 
. ------·minute sense. nlO Jason is as hopelessly tied to t.he 
. ~ ~~ 
,( 




.. he recalls are those that have directly affected his 
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Caddy and Jason's eonsequent loss of. a job. -Even when ................... . 
• "I ~ 
discussing events of twenty years earlier, Jason 
• r - - us.es the present tense. In reporting his own remarks 
or those of others, he never once uses the· word ''saidn;- -
~- ,l 
\ . 
Jason, a slave to the present moment, always·uses 
. -,'.'." · ·,_ -,-- ... ~ .. , .... ~~-- "says. 1 ' Jason, Lowrey ·notes, is the only Compson who 
) . 
"does·· not lament the old order that is gone. forever·--
and Jason goes to the opposite extreme. By ignoring 
the past completely, by discarding his tradition in-
.- stead of misunderstanding it, as the rest · of the Compsons 
do, Jason co~es to as false a concept of time as do 
the rest of the family. ,,ll 
- ·-- ----- - - - -- --· ~-- ---~ - -·--'-''"' "'~ ~--~ ............ ~-... ·-"'---"'-'.....,._. ... .._.._.~, ~~-z,~----~~, ·-----,-- .. ~,- ....... --.-. ..•. ····•··--- ........ ·••-•·----'--_.••r•••·- .. -·-·· 
· ·Dilsey understands time; she alone sees it as a 
-. -- -- -
. ,. 
continuum; she alone puts past and future in perspec-
tive and lives patiently in the present without being 
a slave to time. Dilsey is not insensible to time as 
Benjy is. She is aware of the concrete, mechanical 
• 
' 
aspects of time that Jason follows so slavishly, but 
she is also aware, with Quentin, that time is abstract. 
Olga Vickery states that ?This does not imply that 
Di~sey is cut off from the past but only that she deals 
--------------·-- -----with it as it is caught up in the present without. 
---·-----------'· -·--·---·· attempting to perpetuate a part of it as Quentin does, 
······ ~-·.- -··-~~-~-_ ..... or to circumvent it as Jason tries to- do·. ,,12 
' I 
::--- -- ~-. 
Dilsey's understanding of time is instinctive. 
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· ·•· ·. . · i>ilsey is . the Negro, '~cios; 1;~ hi~ sb~rces i~ th~· - .. - ~-
·n.t t;ural world. Only a,. ·tew · genera t iQns removed from 
_ .. J 
'• - -·· ·~·. ~ 
' ' 
the jungle, his ~ccu-ulated social heritage·has not , .. ·., 
;. 
... --- . ·- . 
yet conditioned his responses, choked off his nattfral 
~ 
, , ·feelings. ,,l3 Dilsey is able·~O perceive the natural 
h~rmony~ in the universe. She{oe-s :not try to change -------· 
' 
ti-e, to shape experience; ~he ~4justs herself to it, 
•• -.i~ ..... ..... .. 
thereby creating order out of disorder. · She is a'.t 
.... 
-7 ----
home in an erratic world; she is beyond the temporal 
limi~ations of the Compsons. When the one-handed clock· 
' 
strikes five (290), she knows it is eight o'clock. She 









ability foreshadows her later ineffectualness. Dilsey 
succeeds in living with time in her own pattern of life, 
shaping her rout.ine to fit. 
Both Jason and Quentin are obsessed with what may 
be considered a ''temporal'' form of time. ·But Quentin 
is also concerned with how to bridge the gap between 
the tttempor~l '' and the "eternal, '' to move from change 
into a state where change and motion are transcended. 
But Dilsey has always been associated with this time-· 
less reality; she is the bridge from the mec·hanical to·---
the abstract, but Quentin never realizes t~is~ Swig-
j ,, r~. 
· gart, in a provocative overstatement, notes: '''Dilsey 
bec.omes·· herself a time symbol, her sunken cheeks 
representing human events and her sliding teardrops 
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and profound. It might have been the dry-pulse of 
the decaying· liouse itself'' (301). Dilsey- is the 
pulse of the family; she • the living record of the . l.S .. 
d.ecayi1.1g household. Her final • • ' '''I seed de v1s1.on, - --··-- - -- --- . -
fi_rst en_ de last''' (316), comes as a· result of her . -
_ li.nk t·-o eternity in the Easter service and is· pronounced 
, ... ---- -~!:'r 
· as the broken clock strikes ten ("'One oclock, ' she· 
said aloud'') in the background. 
Brooks notes: ''To Dilsey neither the past nor ~ 
the future nor the present is oppres~ive, because to 
... 
he:r· __ they . a:r_e _J~\:11 _as_p_e_cts-~oi~--.eternit-y -,- -a-nd-her-----ul-t-,ima-t-e •t-:-------------
1\· ,·, •.• 
... ·,, 
. :1 
-··- -· -- . _,,.,._-----·-·- -- ..--
- -
commi tment is to eternity. ••15 Jason is too concerned 
with mechanical time to care about eternity. Quentin 
is too concerned with discovering eternity to recog-
nize it. Only Dilsey finds eternity an easy concept 
because she is not aware of it as an abstraction. For 
Dilsey there is no separation between her daily life 
anQ. her religion.' Her Christ is not a cold, blood.'.. 
less abstraction; he is embodied in ''de ricklickshun 
en de blood of de Lamb1t (311) and pervades. all spheres-
~ -----· -· ~--- -- ·- -··--· - ) of her life. As Lowrey accurately states: 
., 
- ~ .. -"'• -- - -- ,- - -:0 -
, 
--~-------- -a.--~--..-.-,-·-=.,,. 








In her mind there is an interaction of al~ 
the faculties; sensation and emotion and 
reason work together, and this interaction 
allows her to undlrstand time in its several . 
• '.• '-ii 
. 'l .. ' 
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senses._ _Tpe opposi~ion between temporal 
· and eternal fades _away, so far as Dils·ey 
,) 
.is concerned, when she lives by religion, 
and because it does, she sees the history 
of the Compsons properly. Whei}. she re-
--turns to her kitchenrafter the ~aster 
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.. ._ .. 
As one reads The Sound and the Fury, it becomes 
. .... - ·.-·';"' ·-_ .. 
. 
. . r . 
clear that Dilsey.stands apart~from the other characters _ 
· of the noyel. Her· super·iori ty may be partly ascribed 
d 




is simple and unsophisticated; she has not been trapp,~d 
by "the ~echanize·d, industrialized society r which 7. de~ 
- -
humanizes man by forcing-him to cultivate false.values 
by encouraging atrophy of essential human virtues--
courage, fortitude, honesty, and goodness. ,,l Dilsey 
' 
.,,-J 
exhibits humility coupled with a self-sufficiency lack-
-ing in any of the other characters. ·she is not. ren-
dered ineffectual through over-abstraction or ration-
alization as are the ''intellectual'' Compsons. She is 
- .. 
primitive and has not been cut off from the natural 
world. Volpe claims that she accepts her· ''pattern of 
existence unquestioningly, and through this acceptance 
attains an enviable strength and peace.'12 But Dilsey's 
endurance is based on more than the mere fact that she 
_is Negro. There are other Negroes in the novel--Versh, 
Frony, Luster--and they do not share Dilsey's superior 
O•o•.• •·-·o• --• ,ya ' •••- , <· .... •-~'-°"'" •N ..-, •" • 
_ ...... ...__ ... _____ ·--··· --v .. ' .. - ~-·- ,., -.--'.-·c-..c • ---- "c""---- .- ·-, • ~--~·-. • characteristics. What sets Dilsey apart is not merely \ I 
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-
' =-t·---~: -- -- Because Dilsey :is so close-ly -associa-ted- with . tlie - ···--·--·-- --·-· - ----- -
' 
. 
. -East er se~vice, much crit'ical attention .has focus~ed . 
' 
. 
on Dilsey as ~n a~chet~pal Biblical .figure. 3 But those 
service. Dilsey's greatest _virtue is her humanity. 
To see her as larger than life is to remove her froin 
the realm of the probable. If Dilsey seems extraor-,,. ' 
' dinary:when co~pared to the Compsons, it is partially (. 
' 
because of her virtues, but largely because·her employ-
, 
ers are so degenerate. Dilsey escapes the decay that 
<· 
- - - -· - -----------
- - - -- -- -
besets the Compsons because as a Negro she is close to 
nature and as a Christian she is close to God. 
Dilsey 's religious belif;!1_s_fQLm __ the _basis ___ f_ar_a1 ____ 1 _ ----··---· -------------- ----- .----·-----~----.·-"'-----------------·---·- - ' .. -
. 
. ,;; 
of· her act·ions in the· novel. The human values symbol-
ized by Christ--love, honor, pity, compassion, and J . 
sacrifice-~1are alive in Dilsey. As Cleanth Brooks 
says, "If her Christianity is one· of simple faith, 
it is nevertheless Christianity--that is, hers is a 
religion which involves discipline and self-sacrifice 
and not simply a cultivation of spontaneous impulses 
of the heart."'* To follow Dilsey through the routine 
of Sunday morning, April 8, 1928, is to see how deeply 
her religidn affects her conduct. Dilsey accepts with 
equanimity events that disturb other· people because 
-----·--·-.. ---··' 
'-···~ -,~ - "···-· - .• ,._., '._,, r.-.:. °' 
---.--~--- ------~ 
·-
1 ·, f _;, 
, 
... .; ' 
,,, 
she has implicit faith in God and,in His ability to 
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--- - -----· -- -· ···-- --- . --- --· --
·--;--~---------;--·-;·- .· - .. ·. - . ·_. - ·: .~·-:: ,. . --c~.---- --·-------_--·----·-·------ ·--·-. -- ----- ----------- --------- ----------- - --
. " . ', ,_never· verbalize .these fee0lings •· 
In the'.-- last sec·tion· of The .Sound and the Fury 
-_...;..-----~~-Ililsey is--closely contrasted w-i-th Mrs-.--C--omps-~-The , I . ~ . .-. . ; . 
,; ' 
I •>. ·" 
. · -~ --~ ~ .. 
differences in their attitudes towards the events of 
the ·m-?~n_ing. clearly show th~ .distinction between a 
. 
.-- ' \ 
person·' who goes througii the motions of being re1·1-gious p-o 
and a person who is truly religious. Even on Easter 
Sunday, Mrs. Compson can think only of herself; Dil.sey 
-thinks of her Lord. The contrast·is established early 
in- -- the four-t~h -seet-ion.---Dilsey- awakes to disappointme1ft.---
On the day that means so much to her, the weather falls 
short of her hopes. She meets the rain "with an ex- · 
--------~~ • r -···~---.. ----·--~-----·-
.... ··~---·-pressi'o11-···a-t··-once~-fat-al1s·t·1c :a·ric1··· o:t- a child's astonished 
. '-::- --::-::- - _. - _: _ --
,._ .. 
• 
, .. · ' 
' ~ ·~ -
· · I . . 1 -· 
_,--;,; 
disappointment''.(282). She has a child-like faith in 
the workings of the world, but she has learned not to 
expect too much. Dils~y quickly resigns herself to 
.the task at hand and does not waste her. time worrying 
about the weather, an element beyond her control. 
Mrs. Compson is presented in a different light. 
It is she sho drags Dilsey upstairs to see that Benjy 
~ is dressed, knowing that he is not even awake. She 1 
· lies in bed listening to 11Dilsey yet descending the 
stairs with a sort of painful and terrific slowness 
that would have become maddening had it not presently -- -- --~ ....... 
ceased beyond the flapping diminishment of the .pantry 
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--·····--·--···· -- - :.· - ·~ ·,- ,· ·---- _1;1.--- - · .. · • .,. __ 
.. .:.,-- .. ---:-;-... :...~·; .. ··--;--~h .... · .. _~··:.·---;--- ___ : ·---'-'-.--··_:_ _ _:_ -+- . ..:-~·'-:·--:.....~----·---····--.----- . . . 
. the aging Dilsey, . tot~lly_ unconcer·ned ·with any pain not 
- ..... . . ·_. - . , ---· ~---
·~· 
-·------ ---
her .Qwn. Characteristic-ally, we associate Mrs. Compson 
with a whining voice ''cal.ling 'Dilsey' at steady -and 
inflectionless 1ntervals11 (283). Dilsey, on .the ot.her .. 
hand, is presented as -singing ''somethirig without par- .. 
IP • ' 
ticular tune or words, repetitive, mou~nful, ·and 
,> 




plain.tive, .. austere'' (286). 
----··-------- ----------- ~-~----~ 
Mrs. Co-pson's·interest in religion is purely 
.. 
social: 11.,t.Jobody knows how I dread Christ·mas. Nobody 
,, 
., 
things''' (28) . Holidays are synonymous with company; 
most holidays ar·e a nuisance: ''' I know you rJason 7 ..... 
-- -. 
a--.:.......---·-'--" ---""'" -~ .. ·~- '--~-----.... -·---··- .. ···----·--··· ·- ···----·--.. ---.. ·-·-·····-·-·-····-··· ........ -•-·-· .. - -·· -·--·-·--- - ---- -- ----- - -- - --- ___ ... ..._ __ --- ---·- . - --· .. ----~--- .. --. _. ~ .... , ______ -----· ---~·-···--·---·-------·--·-·----~--- . __ ,_.,...__ 
blame me,' Mrs. Compson said, 'for letting.them rthe 
Negroes 7 off to go· to church today • • • . The darkies 
-
are having.a special Easter ser~ice. I promised 
··---~------ --· ... ~-··- . ---------·-----~,__~ - - ~ - - ... --· 
-~----------~---- .- . -
... 
(._ 
Dils,ey two weeks ago that they could get off'" (295). 
Mrs. Compson thinks merely of the inconvenience, not 
of the reason. It.is Dilsey who cares so much ·that 
she asks two weeks in advance to be sure that she can 
attend church. Dilsey is sincere in her attendance at 
church. She· does not pay attention to the social 
... 
aspect of going ·to churc.h.: "From the doors negroes 
--..!...--------spoke--t-o-t-hem--a-s---t-hey pa-s·s·ed.c;- to Dilsey usually . • • 
J__'.-
- - ~- -· 
though unless they were quite old, Dilsey opermitted 
Frony to respond'' (307). 
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• • •···· ·. .. -· . · - _, - - - ~ ' -·~ijy()U---,.,.--1>:i.l.Sey 7 ·might . h3.nd me . my Bib ie" . . ·- -· . 
_, .-.: .··,--: . '·- ........ · .. , - '' .. 
·-------·· _., __ , -- -----~-- ., ___ ·--• - ··-----·-·#;. '-'-~·: ___ : __ ---c-___:_ --· t;._ ~ 
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·-·, ---- ··--· ---- . ·-: -· 
- f 
. . . ·,.~ .' ;· ~. . 
r··· , 
, .. -.. ..'-:-~· 
.12. . " ·~ . 
-· ·- Tsaid Mrs. Compson 7 • 
. :-~ -
--~'I give hit to you dis -- mawnin, befo I 
left It r replied Dilsey.:,~7. 
- -
''You laid it on the edge of the bed. How- -
long did you .expect-it to stay there?" 
- I_ 
Dilsey crossed to the bed and groped among 
the shadows beneath the edge of it a·nd found 
r ... ,.1,1~ 
J 
.. 
the Bible, face down. She snoothed the 
,, 
_________________________ }?~n~ pa_g~s and laid the book on the b~d __ ___ _ _ ___ _ 
again. Mrs. Compson didn't ppen her eyes, 
. • . ''Dont put it there again,'' she sai~, 
...... ,.. t . h . . tt"'hat' he 
---'---~-----w-1-~ou. -----0-pen-1.-ng--- -e.r~--eyes-.-----------.a.- _ - ---S--W- - -re---
. . 
you put it before. Do you want me to have 




----- --- - -------- - -~-- - --- =-~ -----" - --
--:ft~ :1j;: -too -111uci1 ··--t~t-o·uo]:e·~-ror· ~Mrs-~--·coiiips-on ___ to -pick up lier 
own Bible; after all, if she waits long enough, Dilsey 
will get it for her. Dilsey, who probably cannot read, 
lovingly smooths out the bent pages because she knows 
what they contain. There is never any direct. statement 
about Dilsey's belief; there is no need for any. 
.: ... :'.~:., .. ,,.. . 
·; . 
..... ---· --
Joseph Gold notes: ••Dilsey 's humanity emerges through-- - -- ----
her actions. It is inconceivable that Dilsey should - - "' -
-- -- -·· -------
-----~--- - - ---------- -- - -~-- -- - . -
' 
...... 
_____ .. _< __ e;~y to anyone, - 'Believe' ror even ''I believe" 7 ... ··_·----L...z,-~~,-
.... - " --- ....... 
; •' -I: ,.. . ' ' • ~ ~ ! < '11,. !. -. - ' 
. : . ·; 
' 
.. 
But Dilsey's own belief is powerfully stated in implicit 
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\ . ' ' .' ' ' 
Dilsey exhibits true:Cnristiari. pat.ience -.tfiroiigh_~--~:~---~~-~~~~~~-·-:._ ,~·-· ~ .. --· -. '• ,.,. . . ----- - -- . 
.'her ability to cope with the Compsons. Mrs. Compson, 
Jason, or Benjy al~ne, would try a les$er person to 
the breaking point. William Mueller states: ''That 
the t~r.ansgression,s and inequities of the Compsons are 
borne by Dilst:fy- is beyond doub.t. · She suffers because 
-of the Compsons and she willingly bears upon her owb 
sboulders the burdens which are properly theirs."6 




---. --- ,. __ 
And· becaus~-she loves t~_~m, she would redeem them if 
-s-Jre cou-ld ·~ - But ·· the sp-iritu-a·l-- renewal she gain-s at ·-·.:the 
.. 
·- ------
Easter service is not~ansferrable. Dilsey canriot 
pass on her inner pea~e to thqse who do not desire- it, 
and' even for her' communi,on provides, only a .• temporary' -·-·---
respite from her daily travail~ Instead, the renewal 
'-. 
of her faith serves as a source of strength in her 
--- ~ ----- - -- -~-- -
continued service to those who do not appreciate· her 
or understand the sacrifice she makes. 
Because Dilsey's faith is deep, because it is in-
tuitive, she understands the relevance of Reverend 
' 
i 
Shegog's sermon on the life and resurrection:of Christ. 
Accord~ng to Volpe, the Easter sermon is ''a· simple 
------~_eclaration of faith . . • with its expression of be-
lief in salvation thr~~~h unquestioning faith, humil-
-~.. ------- ~~- ----- - ' .. 
i ty ~ ,·and ·love. "7 . But it is more: it is a 'v-'ision· of 
eternity, where those who have suffered will find peace. 
i l 
1. I., 
' • .I . I 
,, l 
- ·,. .. .. 
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I • ',1; .. l, ' ' 
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-------The PtJ•er ~-o-f-- -tiie· sermon ___ is=--~-~sii~-h--~tiift:---~the- -~embers of the- -:- -----~'.::·---.---- -




,:.· .... ·.,,. -
cong~egation las~ their separate identities; ''And the 
congregation seemed t_o watch with its own eyes-----While 
\ 
-the v·oice consumed -rReverend_ S_hegog 7, until he was· 
- -
no~~ing and they were nothing and there was not even a 
• 
voice but instead their hearts were speaking to one an-
... . 
. .. 
otlier in chanting measures beyond the ne~d for words 
• , • • '' (310). In this moment there is a ·greater s~nse 
·,!-] 





-======tat.=1=1h~e~-~~nev-e-l---.-- -- -~il-s-ey---ha-s----a-lway-s---~-f-e-lt---t his compassion ~n-
'I 
. ··-· ......... 
- I I 
-~---- .. ------ ----------
stinctive·ly; she 11:as stayed with '1her 1' family, the 
Compsons, through good times and bad. The minister's -
'. 
sermon provides Dil·sey with a link to eternity as ''Two 
. ' ' 
,.__;·· 
tears slid down LDilsey's _7 fallen cheeks, in and out 
of the myriad coruscations of immolation and abnegation 
• I ,., 
and time" (311). Dilsey absorbs the full meaning of 
Reverend Shegog's sermon and realizes that the people 
most in need of its message are absent: Mrs. Compson 
is in bed with an imaginary illness, and Jason is on a 
wild search for his missing money. 
What relevance the Easter service has to the novel 
____________ as a whole is far from· c:J_ear. Olga Vickery notes that 
' 
--- ''Dilsey's participation at the Easter service is the 
. ---------------- -
one meaningful ritual in the book. 118 But we must 
..... ·--c.··.---M:~=-----·-·"'"- • -~-- -~---.. ------~-·· 
' 
remember that at the same time that Dilsey is "crying· 
rigidly and quietly in the annealment and the blood 
I t .,., ...... 
• 
' ' ·i .•• ' - . 
,; 
' '· ' 
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-------- -- ~·------- --------------- ---------- --------· . 
-------- - -
---- - --- · .. ·' ___ J .--- ------_ --~~~-·· --__ ~"o"f~--tbe-· re-meinb-ered.9 Lamb''.- (3·1-35 ___ Jason . is··· in . Mottsori, .-·brawl- ... ·~ -. 
. 
. 
.... --'·--· ·- .. , ........... -·. . . .. ·. .. . . : . . . . . 9 •• ·~-,-·. , .• ., ·7 ,. 
ing with a carnival hand. I -Dilsey has been deeply moved 
... -· 
,, ·.· 
· by the church service, but the other~members of-her 
family seem untouched. · · Frony is still concerned with 
-- · appearances and the 01:finion'S of others. She tells 
--''1- - - -- . 
•. 





Wid all dese people lookin. We be passin.white folks 
soon''' (313) •. Luster, too, ·seems unaware of the sig-
•.. 
nificance of ·the service he has just attended, as he 
t'anticked along ahead, the __ umbrella_ .in his hand .. and his ~---- __ .. ·-·--------· --·-· -
nevr· straw h·at slanted viciously in the sunlight'' (313). 
Benjy, the id~ot, seems to be more affected by the serv-
•"'"'---'-----------------'------'-~---'-.....___.1c.e ___ than __ Dil.se¥- ~s--fam-i-ly--1 -- _n_I-n----t-h-e-·mi·dst------01: ·- -i-h·e-·-vcri·ce s--·-·-· 
11 
.. 
,_ -- -----·-----._e.---·-----~-- - ---- - - -
- ··-
and the hands Ben sat, rapt in his sweet blue gaze"· (313). 
Dilsey alone n'sees. de resurrection en de light; sees 
-, 
de meek Jesus saying Dey kilt Me· dat ye shall live again; 
(312). Dilsey sees and believes, but she is unable to 
tra~smi~ her Christianity to the Compsons~ As Robert 
Adams perceptively notes: ''The miracle of the resur-
rection is exuberantly~almost incoherently proclaimed. 
Yet, after all, it is a Negro's miracle, in the context 
of a Negro religion; and how it applies to white folks, 
spegif ically Compsons, is far from clear. ,,IO -.~ .... ~-. ·.:.:..\· __ ..:__ ___ _ 
___ ........_ ... _. ..... _ .......... __ ~·---~--.,...---· ------·--·-· 
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Negro aspects of the Easter service and Dilsey's 
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I • •. 
· · creature of instinct,.,. i~-.--,calmed by the Easter service. 
sqows the validity_ of Barbara Cross' comment: "On the_ 
discursive level,,the only positive picture of faith 
-
in the novel,! the scene.in the Negro church brings ~~ , 
· peace bqt no reason; ..• • nll · but it brings peace only 
to those who cannot reason. Dilsey does riot respond 
1•• •••• ]:.~J 
. . .-·,·--···--··-··-····,·····-- ... to the service with the joy appropriate for Easter; 
·-· ·· her tears are tears of sorrow. She does· not find 
......... t, .......... '.:,;.: 
peace and contentment in the soothing message of the 
sermon. Cleanth Brooks says of Dilsey: 




... ..,: . •' 
ll --- ------·-· -
Of the world and mankind is thoroughly 
Christian, simple ~nd limited as her the-
ological expression of.her faith would 
have to be. On-the other hand, Dilsey is 
no plaster saint •.. ~ • Dilsey's goodness 
is no mere goodness by, and of, nature, if 
. . 
one means by· this a goodness that justifies 
a faith in man as man. Dilsey does not 
believe .in man; she believes in God.~ 
·.~-





- ----- - - --- ----------·-
· · ....... · -- · ---··--------- - This view is too narrow; it does not explain. why Dil-
---------- ----- ---~-=---sey is disturbed at the end of the Easter service •. 
. -- -
. . ·Dilsey certainly believes in God; her actions mirror -.. ..,_,_._ -,---.--
• j 
....... ,_.. .... ' 
. 
the patience, love, and ~ompassion of Christ.· But 
, I •1 
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· - --r ··---- ·1° ···-·,-·· •· - - __ ·· .. ,.'.. -- - . -------.-· -
···· .. ··· 
-·· 
, ···. she a-1Ji;o believes~ i.Jl \ the Com:Psons, · ·· the pebple · for whoin 
. ·. \ "' . 
' . 
> -. . •• 
she p~rforms her actions. And Dilsey is in conflict - " . ' '" --
• ..-·!· 
'.~dn Easter morning because :her beliefs are i~ conflict. 
. ... t·· 
- - ----- - - -- - - ~- - -
0 . • ' • 
On the day of the resu];":r,-ection she clearly sees the~-----
·1 •..•.• 
C 
t'-: ; ' ~ "\ .' disintegtation of the Compson family. Dilsey sees the 
-····----·---·--·----~: ' --uecay, but sn:e does not understand why· it is happening 
•· 
-II 
-~·. -··· ·-- ----·--=-= 
... 
or what she can do to prevent it. Dilsey, who puts 
such trust in God and faith in His ordering of the 
. '. 
.universe, cannot understandlhow Qr_why God ha~.~-~~~~~-.-.-.~~~1 
\the Compson family to ~estroy itself. 
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The last section_ ~of The Sound and the Fury. is - · 
t·----
•. ,_r.·-. . 
.. '. \ 
:.-. ... • ·, <>. • 
. ' 
- -- - - closel·y associated with Dilsey,. !l,lld i-t :is. unusually 
/. 
--------
referred to as 11Dilsey·'s sec~ion. 1' Most critics 
agree with Cleanth Br.oaks, who has said, ''Though 
., 
i . 
the fourth section ·is notLpassed through Dilsey's 
mind, it is dominated by D~lsey; and the world in which. 
--· Dilsey moves is an ·objective world, not simply the pro-
... , 
..· ·,. 
l .. • .• 
jection of a dist;empered spirit. "l Why should ,this. ·.-------· ________ ··-----~-
·' 
objective section be so closely linked with Dilsey?. 
. j . 
, 
After all, less than half of the action in this section 
-~--_ --------inv--01..:v.es--her .• - -The- ac-t-ivi ties of- -early morn~n-g --re-v-o-1-ve---. 
more around Miss Quentin's disappe~rance than around 
_. _ .. - __ --·- -··.--u·••-- , __ __.., -• • . •--a , -··· ·'o-· I .- ·-. -.. 
. 1 sey. 'l'he · a.ctivit-i·es :of:· the afternoon revolve.· around 
~--------------------------------~-----_Jason's_ search for his niece, Luster's attempts to ~· . --·~~~ -
. - - ~ 1--·-- ---- --- ----·- --- - - - ---
,------- ··---- ·--, -
.--- ·- ···- -·····--
--4---- -· ···- ·- . -~ 
- - -----
' --••- ---.... ,.,. ~---~---,.,., ..... .; .. ,·-c,--•~~'---,· -- . 
I, .;, l ' -
... c., 
'' ,1 ' :] ,, . ' •. , • 
' 
, ~ ' 
. ' 
. ---.~---·~--- .. -~--, ... ~ 
keep Benjy occupied, and finally the abortive trip to 
the cemetery.· Why, then, claim the section as 01i~ey's? 
The answer lies, I think, :i.'.: in the contrast between 
1) 
Dilsey, cd~passionate and loving, and the selfish, 
~ •' ~ 
self-destr~btive Compsons. The reader sees Dilsey -as 
I 
£ 
a beacon in a world of darkness. The effect of this 
elevation of Dilsey is to qualify the tragedy and 
. - .. ,-•-' ... 
-~---------
nihilism of the novel. Dilsey is projected as an -~·~--- -- ~- . ·-· . . ·~-~----·-------
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. . ~ 
_ _ _____ -~ _ --- .. " r · better ·example __ t_h.at __ ~_-111an .. nri-gh.t---~ollow·. --Marjorie Ryan 
. -- ....... ---:·;·· ·-·· --··-·····----------····,-·: _______ --------....,~-- ------ ··----
• .. . ·1 
\ 
. ··--- -- . 
···-··· .... -- --- -- ----- __ : __ --------·.------,----.··------ - ' ' ·-. . . ,. . . - . ------·· .. 
. I'-
..... 
sums up. these feelings: ''The Sound a~d the Fury is 
·-.essentially a negative and· pessimistic book,. with faint ·; 
. , 
. un~dertones of the pos;i:tive and optimistic; • • . In 
. .. ----·--·-··-···-
. ~. -· 4------
the book as a whole, -we have only Dilsey. . • ·• Dilsey 
- - - - ----------
, __ -- - --
' 
. ·- . . 2 saves· the book as a· whole from utter darkness.~,,_, 
I 
- i 
.. - ..... 







Dilsey has on~ great advantage over the other 
maj~r characters of the novel. Each of the three pre-
vious sections is narrated .internally.· W~ judge the I 
· --··-------------··· ~-=-~~~o=m=p=s=oc-=n=---- orotliers by their thoughts as we·11 as_ thei.r _ 
.actions. The opinions the Compson brothers hold of 
the other charac.ters inf.luence our judgments. The 
-- -------------
--- ------ -
. ----------------·--··- - v.al-ue---We---p-lace---u-pon----~he--o-pi--n-i--ens---o-f---t··he ·--brot-h·ers-·---af-i:. 
., 
, 
f ec ts' our judgments: we learn about Mr. Compson 
through Quentin, Mrs. Compson through Benjy and Jason, 
Caddy through all three. Dilsey is -in Benjy's thoughts -- -- ---- · - ---·-
infrequently, and in.Quentin's barely at all. Jason 
is more vocal than either of his brothers with regard 
to Dilsey, but the reader has already ·1earned to dis-
' trust Jason. In fact, the mere idea that Dilsey op-
poses Jason, that she was "his sworn enemy since his 
birth and his mortal one since • • • 1911. • • '' (16), 
-------·-. 
• raises her in the reader's es..tiiµation. But there is 
··-~:-_·-:····.,.•._ .. ~-ac-,.=·=K ·==·=·=='="·' a danger in contrasting Dilsey \Vi th the Compsons. If 
. - - ~- ... 
, I 
I 
she stands firm in the face of decadence, we may over-
emphasize her solidity. If she projects hope into a 
I 
' 
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·\ ~ ------------· 
• l • 
_:_ ______ ~-----.--. ____ _...L_ _ ___:__ 
I -
.. ' ' . . . -
. \ __ . ~ . 
----==--~ --------:---.-· --- .· .. -- ' -- ' --. --. -, 
'.~1·_ ------- ---- -------- -------
. world of. desi>a±r-, }we may over.;;;·estimat~ nervirtu~s~ l'n________ - -
shor:t, the reader.· must carefu,~l_y consider whether· Dilsey 
-
stands as an e?Cemplum \n~and by hers~lf-, · or· ·whetl1er her 
. . I 
--""--~--- -- - high place in our est-eem is the ~esul t of finding her 




-------- ---- best-. .. .. -·--- - -
The first three sections are told from the point 
of view of the particular. Compson brother at its center. 
Each story is told through the/consc-iousness of one of 
~-----~ ---------- -
. --·--··-------- ...... - ----1 .... ---- -- - --··-·····--·-··------------
------· -------- ---- _b ___ ------ .. ~
·,i. 
the brothers, and as a result, the reader is limited 
by the obsessions of that narrator. In the final sec-
,, 
·' 
t ion there is a change of technique_. ___ }ns~~~~ _()f j.1:;_i;; _____ -----,-,-




~---------- --- ---- ------------
t..'. ' !< . 
~,::_ . -- ---- . ··------ -
\ being told throtigh the mind of one __ of~the Compson brothers, 
an objective narrator focusses our attention on Dilsey, 
Mrs. Co~pson, Jason, Luster, and Benjy, each in turn. 
_The objectivity of the narrator varies with the par- ~ 
ticular character in focus. The two major characters 
of this last part, Dilsey and Jason, are treated quite __ 
differently. In the case of Jason, the narrator enters 
Jason's mind and allows us to hear his thoughts. We 
receive more than an objective presentation of actions 
---and comments. Jason discusses the robbery witti the 






. sense of injury and impotence rwas 7 feeding upon its 
- -
.. "' 
.. _..,,._· .. ..::-~ -
. own sound, :so- tha·t after a time he forgot his haste in 
. ' 
the violent cumulation of his self justification and 
!:',,;-. ",. 
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~~:--
- •.• 
.-,---.--,,--------- --------~-· . .. 
. . -··--- ·------- - - . ~ . 
· ~h~s outrage'', ·(318) •. · We are able to· see ins·ide Jason's J :·· .. . 
. -
----'--··-. --:-··-,... ··-··:·-- ····- .. ···--· · .. .. - , -
·" 
mind much ·as we did ih·the third section~ J 
' Dilsey, the other major figure in this section, 
is presented obj~ctive~y._ The narrator reports her 
aritions and records her statements, but we never enter 
./ 
her mihd a~ we do· Jason's. The narrator offers no 
j.udgments, leaving her actions to speak for themselves. < 
I We see Dilsey .mer~ly through her actions since ~e cannot 
enter her mind as we do the minds of the Compson 
. f. . .. -
J' 
\ 
brothers __ .~ __ Therefore __ it .is much .. harde!!---t-o- accu-rat-el-y-----~--~-
. deduce her motivat.ion. We know far less a~out Dilsey 
than about any of the Compson children. They tell us 
• 
----· ---·-"-·-·· -·-
-··-·--·-- ·---~>·--·.··,--- . --:-·-:---·- ·-. 
.. 
tells us little about Dilsey. And yet we know a great 
deal about her because her actions are far more con-
sistent than those of any Compson. Her faith in God 
and her loyalty to the family are .made clear with her 
every action. As Olga-\Yickery says: ''ln this rthe 
' 
-
-last 7 section Dilsey{emerges not only as a Negro serv-
ant in the Compson hous~old but as a human being. With.. 
' 
. 
n-othing to judge but her actions, with no prolonged 
' 




- - ables the reader to achiev.e a final perspective on the 
lives of the Compsons. ••3 
- .. _________________ __.,. ___ ....,..~--=-- ~-· .• 
Dilsey's presence does encourage the reader to 
. . --- ·-· _,_ __ .. . .»·-~-- ... ·-·-· - ·-.-. ~-~ ·- ... - . 
·, 
~ake comparisons. She • is, however, in a special 
.... 
,:• 
' I ' 
'1t • 
. ·' ,· 
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- - - --------------- --- ---- - -- ----·-··-··--···- .. -· .-· - -· .. · 
--- ------ ------- --- - - -- . .._-- . 
. . Pof3i tion--_-a N~gro and a ser'vant-...;to the family' > a,nd ~·~ 
- ' . - . - . . .. - ... . .... - ~-- - -·-· ... . . ' 
f-. • 
.-----·---._-.-.- .. --·····----·--··-.·------~---_· '~ . __ . _______ - ____ ,, .. ,.. 
· S1ignificanc~ of. this position mus·t be considere?. In 
I . J I 




Dilsey 's poverty and her status as a member :--
of a deprived race dQ_~ not • 
• • assure . her- ' . 
nobility, but they may have had something to 
do with her remaining close to a concrete 
world.of·v~lues so that she is less perverted 
by ~bstraction and more honest than are most· 
and basic. I~ gen~ral, Faulkner's Negro 
ch~racters show less false pride, less false. 
-- _________ _:_ ______________ -_____________ - -- ---------~,---'--'----'--'·----~-(__ _ _..:.___~~-~~~---:--:----,10.e al isnr;-· ·ana--more-·-seas-oned discipline in· 
human relationships. 4 
Faulkner uses_Dilsey, a Negro, to comment on the be-
. - _____________ bavior of the Compsons. - She is a former slave who - - . ----~-------------- - -
l 
has not been perverted by the dehumanizing influ~ 
ences of modern society. According to Campbell and 
Forster'~ ••• Faulkner is implicitly setting up a 
scale of values in which people who follow the simple, 
primal drive of primitive societal life are more likely 
---~--- - to survive than those who have been corrupted by the . 
- ____ ...,_ -- . - ----· ·- - ·- -- -- . .. . ··-- - . , 






= ·.- ,• 
; ~ l • 
This ~omment, al though over.~tated, is useful in fo-
.. 
cussing upon Dilsey 's role in the novel. That Di·lsey · 
is simple, in the ~ense that she does not think in 
,, 
-. 'j; 
I • . 
·. / 
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-----·----·-- - -~--------- .- -
--
-, ' 
. ~: · c~c---=~c.c-c- c .::c~c=-abStracti011S~ that-She~· S~s · choices · and makes decisiolls 
-----~ - ----- -~- ---
i . I . 
' J 
.~ ' . - ... 
• 
clea~ly, is beyond dispute; hei lack of sop~istication, 
~ 
however," is . far from following ''silil.ple, primal ~"·drivd;:;,,·. 
The important point to note is that Faulkner does con-
trast.tll,e Negro (natural and intuitive) with the white 
(product of the modern worl~: hard, empty, and without 
feeling). Dilsey, ~in her actions, is used by Faulkner 
· to show that theCompson family disintegrates because 









'. : r-· . 
_compassion-.-
" . ; 
Dils~y~s presence in the novel, then, serves as 
a moral comm~nt on the behavior of the other characters. 6 
~~---~...._ ______ -----~-~------
. 
. . ' 
~----·------- ------- ----· ----· 
- ---- - ~----- . -------- ----- - -~--- --------- -
---~--,-,--___,,,..,,...,...,----- n±-tsey----s-tan·asas ____ a constant reminder of the bas~c 
values (love, compassion, courage, decency, and loy-
alty) that the Compsons lack. Dilsey 's morali.ty is 
her humanity, her compassionate resp·o:nse·- t-o he-r f-el-------------------- - -- - - .. --
---·--------- ______________ ...__ - . 
low man regardless of color. or station in life. As 
' . Swiggart says, Dilsey 's ''Acceptance of transcendent 
vaiue rsymbolized by the Easter service 7 is in strong -
-0 
contrast to the Compson concern for personal owner-
ship, whether· of sexual virtue or material weal th. ••7 
Her concern is with basic human values; her simplicity 
; 
\..... J. 
-~--.~~~~---~~----------tnd faith preserve-her from ih~ malaise that grips • -• v_,_,..__....., ......... --------· ..... ·----- ·~ • 
. 
-· ·- . . . -
. . -.-~---·: --~--------: :-~·-_ 
the Compsons . 
• 
- ··--· ~--, ' 
-
-· 0 .. _ C ~ -,1 
Dilsey's strength comes from her ability to 
- .,._r. .- ... -- ·---·•~ _.. .. ~--
- " .-...-;.=- .. , 
,,. .. --- -
· •ccept events as they occur. She is able to remain 
~- · ,~ 
·-·-:·, 
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____ f:=l· C 
-- _ - -.· - -=: .. · .. - , __ - -~~J: : · · ·t··. b·· · d- ; '" ·t-·h:-'e· - ··'.l!•·a··c·e ·-·of the· emergencie_s_ ~ t ___ h ___ a._t _____ pl_ ague_ 
.. , , . -·-- .. _ _ .. . . __________ unper ur e ---~ _ _ _____ .1., __ .... ----: _. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ 
" I 
. :: the Comp'sons bec.ause she has learne4 not to defy cir-
-- -------- --------
--- ---·-·------------ ----·---~--- --·-
····-- ---- -
- -\ ' •. • • IL-
cumstarice. She is able to keep her poise and dignity 
I -- ,., 
· while creating a sense of order by liting with expe-
. . . . " ' . . 
~ . . 
riences. Her reactions to daily incidents reveal-a 
. J; i. 
we 11-balanced,., genuine personality, which is a definite 
contrast to the lack of control exhibited by the~ 
. t 
Compsons. 
John Hunt, With ;revealing insight, notes: 1 ''The 
.... ·- ,1--'" . 
~; 
response of love is not only FDilsey 's 7 greatest··""' 
- -
. . 
-·- - -----·-----·--- -
· .. 




comment _upon the Compsons, but it is also her way of 
aQtively.engaging the evil-·of their situation-. For 
' 
------'------------,--'----c----~Di lsey does_, _a_s _____ tb_~_ 9_th~_:,;s . (JQ _:tl.Q_~ _, _ a tt·ack _ t.!t~- 1-l~_s_tc _____ - ___ 
, 
.J 
------·•·--·-·N- - -~- -•-




' . - ---- .. _,,.,, 
· situations with the tobls at hand .• . • . In Dilsey we 
have the fully developed respons~ of the compassionate 
h b . "8 uman ei.ng . • . Dilsey provides the Compson chil-
--
dre n with love and tenderness; she-tries to protect 
Miss Quentin from Jason's bullying and hatred. 9 She 
stands in contrast to the Compsons' inability to love, 
to their ineffectuality. She is the only figure in 
the novel capable of positive action. Dilsey's 
acc~mplishments are constructive: she gives of herself 
.to others. The actions of the Compsons are destructive: 
selling the pasture, committing suicide, stealing and 
,. 
hoarding money, castrating Benjy. Dilsey functions 
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-·.· - •.•• __ • __ ,..;. - • - <:; -
. .. .. 
·-·· __ -·--:··· ... : ... - :··. --~- · .. -:--··_----·.:··.· - ". - ::c:-lessly and with humanity' and it is ~,-fr·om this humanity 






that each of the CompSOns deviates. J . 
0 ' 
In analyzing Fauli:ner 's novels, Lawrence Bowli·ng 
·- state,s: '' ~ . - • the whole body of his work is consist- /' 
ent with the view that the end of man is to become moral. 
J 
But 'man is str~ng before he is moral,' and the on1y 
way he can achieve either strength or morality is 
through the performance of me·aningful actions. ,,10 If 0 
! -
-----~------------ ---·--·· -·- --------
--- ----------------------------,------;-·----
.~ ____ ·- ____ · _____ ~-- _Bowling is correct in associating morality with positive __________________________ _ 
action, we have the key to the Compsons' Rproblem: ·they 
- are weak; they are ineffectual; they lack morality. 
----'--.,,,___ _ ___,___--,-._--'-.·.---'-........ -'---- -~-----T-he Compso--ns · are either evil · (Jason) or· innocent (Mrs. 
-
···---··-
----• .... y __ ._..., ... --, ~ ---···--- N --·· - --C, - ·•• 
. . . ' 
• -•· •. • • -- C,,-~ ....... ....-,;;. •. __ ,___,,,._._, -•l.• - - -- L"~· > , ...... ·- -
' 
• • ~1 '~ "' I \ 
·-·~.: 





Compso·n, -Quentin, and Benjy). Faulkner, in the human-
ist tradition, views innocence as a neutral rather than 
a positive ·state. ·Innocence is not synonymous with 
purity and virtue (as in the Puritan tradition), and 
- . 
must be lost and replaced with knowledge. Bowling· 
continues: ''As Faulkner assumes that the opposite of 
innocence is not simply knowing but knowing good, he'· 
-
likewise implies that the opposite of passivity is not 
merely action but positive action; for any action 
-;- ' 
' . -- -·~,---- -- -- -----·--·--
which is not creative or constructive is not truly 
active, not doing or giving but merely acquiring or 
receiving.nll 
. . 
.. . r-· 
-- . . . " ' 
. __ , 
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·- · ---·------C---~c __ ~_: __ :-_:_~~:--The--·--on-ly--major-··-- ·figure··-·in:--The----Sound--···and-·the---Fu-ry----wh-o-'-·---~~-'---c----· •.·-----_. ___ --
....... 
''kn~ws· ~good'' is Dilsey. Her knowledge is based on a 
·-belief in God and in His commandments. She does His will: 
:1 · 
-
_ instinctively, with an ~pparently unshakeable faith iri 
the Christian absolute·. Dilsey's strength comes from 
her religion and .her compassionate heart and enables 
; .. ~ -~ 
her to-perform morally significant actions.J She erects 
.,. 
no barriers between herself and others, imposes no ....... , .. ~ 
limitations on-her perceptions. Caught in the love-
·" .-: .. 
./: . 
------------,---~-~-~-....l.---------- ii - ---------- ------- - -----~ - --- -
) .. 
1 es s ~ess---e-f-<t-he---C-em:pso-n . heus€lfo-l-a i-· ·u-1-is·ey· dees :.~-~tn-e=~=::.=====-~-
r best she can to Gounteract the destructive elements, ' 
noting with the humility of .one who has sa_crificed 
---·------------~------------.-.--------li·er -i-if_e _____ f or- ·o-ther·s':·- ·--,,,-·1--aoe·s · de- bes I --·1t11i;·--:··- • • 
Lawd knows da t '•• (332),; That her best is ·not enough 
-is not her fault. She cannot prevent the Compsons 
from destroying themselves, but she does stand as an 
alternative to the Compsons, a denial that their lack 
of feeling, lack of responsiveness is inevitable and 
unavoidable. As Olga Vickery nttes: 
roilsey 7 becomes through her actions 
- -
----- --- . ---- -·- --·· -- ·- -- -· 
-·· ,.-.•. ·ij ---·-.;..,,_._ -.-
, .. -
-------~·-,---- -
alone the embodiment of the truth of the 
heart which is synonymous with morality. 
The .acceptance of whatever time brings;-
. -· 
I---• --- -~ ·-~ • - • _ _.,, ,...._ ·-•· • •• _.,,._"" ,~ - - .,.._... • " 
,, . 
I 
-- .,._. -·-. _.. __ ,_<i, • ~ r """"• --.:•.••• • ., "" ,.,__...,_,~ - _,..,_'" - '- ,.•. 
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the absence of questioning and petty -
protests, enables her to create order out 
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Ait,· ~nd in ·s·o doing; sJle gains both ·dignity· 
i 
and significance for her life. 12 
'~ ".i 
·But this significance is temporary. A*3 w~ ·see .. in the 
~ppendix, Dilsey)loses her power of positive_Bction and 
ultimately is ground under by _a modern wo~ld with a 
·, 
mor~lity based on ~aterialism, forces she cannot under-
stand. 
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CHAPTER V 
.,, . 
- . . : . 
-- ~''DILSEY. THEY ENDURED••- ·-· -_ --- · -· .· .. --· . . _; ... --. ·- .· -· ,- .·- .. 
I·' .:···· 
. , 
--·-- ·- ---- ·--~----·- - - . 
· .. · ~ 
--------· . .'. ---------- ~---: --- -· ---·--·-···- ,· -- .· ----
' ··. I: 
. ,,_-. . :,, 
· ,· Any study of The Sound and the Fury must . concern 
~:i-t-self with the app,end1x to the novel, written by 
Faulkner, in ·1946, for .The Portable Faulkner. If we 
., 
can believe Faulkner, the appendix represents a fifth 
- C 
..... 
. 1 . 
attempt to retell the story of Caddy and her brothers. 
Although discrep~ncies of detail occur between the 
appendix and the text of the novel proper, 2 Faulkner 
--remai-n-s-----eonsis-t-e-nt----in his cna~acter:iz-ation-~-of--t-he----------;~-
~rincipals. In most instances, especially with regard~ 
to Caddy and her brothers, the portraits presented in 
-t-he--a-pp.e.ndiX---make----i-t----ea.si_er .. t __ Q~ __ unde.r.s.t_and-. the-i..r-. acti.ons 
in the body of the novel. The exception, however, is 
Dilsey ~ - The· Dilsey presented· in -the·· appeildix--''a big -
I . -
woman once, in faded clean calico and an immaculate _______ _ 
.. 
turban wound round her head above the bleared and now 
apparently almost sightless eyes'' (14)--the old woman ······· 
who, in 1943, refuses to look at Caddy's picture, who 
has lost.all influence over Jason, who has been unable 
. to protect Benjy or hold the family, together, ·seems 
: far di·s·tant from the Dilsey of Ap~il 8, 1928. / Is 
Faulkner's'ch~racteriz~tion of Dilsey inconsistent? 
• 
·A discussion of Dilsey, in light of Faulkner's Nobel 
Prize acceptance speech; will reveal that Dilse.y 's -
.,, 
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__ progression 'from -the novel to appe~dix is not only: 
. .. . . 6. 
' ,. 
. ; - ( " . 
predictable but, per·haps, inevitable. 
-- r 
-
., In accepting the Nobel Prize for Literature, 
I 
Faulkner said: 
..,_, I· decline to accept' th~ end of man, It ~s 
""· .. 
easy enough to say that man. is immortal 
simply because he will endure ... ·. I refuse 
to accept this. I believe that man wi11 
I 
not merely endure: ,he will prevail. He 4.s 








_______ __iiiimo-rtal.~- _ not becau-se he alone among crea- -- ---~-~--------- -----------~--~-
t ·--~"? tures has an inexhaustib.le voice but be-, J 
cause he has a soul, a spirit capable of. 
•---~__:;.:··-~-· -~-- ~---~-."C"'"'.'":. - :---. ~~-,-----::-----comp-as s1:on-·a·ntl· s·acr··1-f ice·· ·and··--· endurance :3 ------...,.------~...;....---~------· 
With this statement in mind, the final words of the 
. ·,;. 
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.. ' 
appendix--''DILSEY. They endured.'' (22)~-gain in sig-
nificance. Faulkner makes a clear distinction be-
tween endurance, the ability to suffer without suc-
cumbing, and the ability to prevail, to overcome and 
operate effectually. It is likely that Faulkner, a 
master of the ''mot juste, 11 did not feel that Dilsey 
"prevailed,"4 and this may 'well be the key to unrav-. . . 
eling the s~eming inconsistency between Dilsey's 
characterization in the novel ,proper and in the appen-
dix. Dilsey's actions ~epresent a person who endures 
but cannot overcome. 
-a.\.-- ..... 
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· ~~---'-c-;,--·'--'~ ;~.~-~-Robert· L-~- -_- Dors·ch · distinguishes between ·mari 's abil-
. . 
: · ... 
' -
-------· - ·--- ---- ----~-
. - , __ ,. ••·; - . . ~ . -
-; .. 
... -·----~-~-- -------·-··-- -- ··-···--····. 
ity to endure and his ability to prevail by linking them 
· to th~ concepts df belief and -understand_:Lng. With 
., brilliant insight, Dorsch notes: 
. \ . 
One may identify these themes as the belief 
in man •·s power to continue his existence and 1 
' his uriderstanding of the heig~ts which man 
may achieve in prevailing over himself. 
Faulkner demonstrates in his work that man, 
-·· ·-··· ---- ---·· - ---
---,--------~- .-· -
- . if he~~has a strong -enough bti'1:i.e·f '.- in- 'some-
'· 
.-·. 
thint, will endure; but it is the quality 




-self· ·--~rn·a:-·-·-d-enron:s·t-r~fte·s--111s--· immor·t-a:1·1ty-oy ___ _ _ __;_.......___.__, --·· ·--· --,.----~ 
- .... -- -. -:• ,._. :",. 
Y. 
. I . 5 
proof of soul. 
Using this definition, it should become clear to the 
re·ader that Dilsey's endurance is based on her strong 
beliefs; that· she does not prevail must-b~ attributed 
to the fact that she does not understand the impli-
cations of her beliefs. 
To be capable of significant action, a-character 
must believe in something. It is the validity of the 
belief that determines the significance and morality 
- .. _..----.,. -- --· --~~ --- --- ·--
. 
~- ' .1•k 
--->~.--------..---.-,~-. -
. ! ' ' 
. '· ~ ' ·, ' . 
. ' 
· of the action. · Jason is capable of signif i,c,~n_;t--action, 
but it is negative rather than positive; He is able 
to have Benjy castrated, to keep Caddy from seeing her 
daughter, to -drive Miss Quentin into running away, 
... 
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t. . . . ' ·. 
.. _j~ .. ! . . 
believes in himself and in the need to take revenge _upon-
those who he feels have ~h?ated ~m. '!'hat" his, belief 
-~\ is invalid is demonstrated by the negative quality of 
/ 
... ,,... . .: . 
his .. actions. He is also tota~ly lacking in understand-
ing; he- can~6t realize that most of ~is-problems are 
self-induced. Jason, feeling that ther~· is a general 
< 
conspiracy against him, does not understand that his. 
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---"-------~-----~------· 
-- -~ Q_ue,ntin and Caddy- do ---net- band together against Jason 
except when he makes them. There is no plot by New 
York Jews to· defraud him; he misses the messages from 
... ---- --- . -------- -~ - -· ··"-·~----'------- _ --~1:rrs·~---b·r-okt:fr·s--·-·-as·-·-a-resiil-t ·· of nis own excessive busy-ness. 
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He refuses to follow their advice out of sheer perver-
sity. Jason does not understand that people can be, . 
. _good as well as malicious, and as a result he is con-
sumed by his own hatred. 
Quentin is far more ineffectual than Jason because 
his beliefs are more tenuous. He believes in ''some 
concept of Compson honor precariously and •.. only 
temporarily supporfed by the minute fragile membrane 
of· /Caddy's 7 maidenhead" (9). Quentin's concept ' 
-
-~-------·-
of honor is rooted in the myth of the ante-bellum 
---~· __ _. .. ...........,...~..,,...._~ -- .. -.-. --- ---.,--South . His attempts at upholding Compson honor (his ~ .·. ,.- · · -.. 
'l 
confrontation with Dal ton Ames, his false admission · ' . 
of incest) are ineffectual because his belief is 
. , 
, ..... . 
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. . . . ./ . . . 
. . . :invcalid •... Quentin does .not. unde.r.stand that ... :the tradition ... ··-·· 
-~,. 
---·--·--- --.----· 
he believes in is largely·· the result. of legend. He com-
mits himself to a belief in an out-moded code of behav-
·.ior. Because· his belie£ is so vague and hfs understand-· 
·ing so 11.mited, his actions have little effect on 3.lJ.Y~ '·1 •· 
one other ~han himself. 
Neither Mrs. Compson nor Benjy exhibits belief. 
Benjy, an idiot, ie · a perfect example of. i'neffectuali ty. 
He :;.1,ives in a world of artifical order and habit, but · .. 
Benjy, 8who loved _three things: the pasture . 
• • 
his sister Candace, fire light_. Who lost no·ne of them . 
-~ ·- ~ ----··· ·-· -- ..... ·- -~-· --- -~-- -~-----








loss of her,~and firelight was the same bright.shape 
.. 
as· going to sleep, and the pasture was even better 
sold than before . • ·. '' (19), is incapable of any 
understanding; he does not know what he has lost or 
~ 
even that he has lost anything. Mrs·. Compson is c1a-
pable of understanding, but she is proud of the fact· 
that she does not: '''Thank God I dont kriow about such 
wickedness. I dont even want to know about it''' (276). 
Mrs. Compson believes only in her own comfort. Too 
----- --~ ---
busy worrying about herself to understand her c~ildren, 
she feels that they are a judgment upon her, when if 
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· ... 62. 
Q 
.· o·t belief and' unclers'·t'anding. The other members of 
-his family exhibit no und~~standing and varying de-
•- -,... ,:,;, 
·grees of inva.lid. belief. Mr. Compson does ·have un-
--------~-- --------------------··- -- . J derstandi~g: he understand~ his. children; he is able 
~ 
t6 perceive the difficult relationships between his 
~ 
~hildren, especially Quentin and Caddy. Knowing 
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. ~ hurt you like this •.. no man ever does 
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fury of despair or remorse or bereavement 
he does it only when he has realised that 
even the despair or remorse or bereavement 
is not particularly important to the dark 
• iceman (196) • • • 
•. 
But for all-Mr. Compson's understanding, he does not 
' ' believe in anything. His belief comes from a liquor 
bottle; a valid belief would not only sfistain him, 
but would enable/him to undertake significant action. 
Unfortunately Mr. Compson understands only the dark 
. ( 
· side of· the universe and,insteid of belief, he exhibits 
only despair. 
: .r·. ·" ''' .- _,, .• ,:c-.·:,•, -, . .., • ·;,,, ., ,-.... ,:._. .,.._ ' ."£". =-·='-"'·. 
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· · Df.lsey, · the only character. capable--ef-s-ignif icant · --··-·------·-.----·---····-··----·-·----~·---· 
. . . .. .. ... . ~ . •· ( . . .. . . ·- . . . . ' . . . ' \ "' ." t . -······ 
, .. . . .... . . . ~- -~ 
moral ·action, exhibits both belief an~ ·\1nderstandirlg. 
··she has· a deep;.and abiding. faith in G.od and in the 
Compson family. She knows the lives and un.derstands 
the actions of mo~ of the characters, even being 
able to predict their thoughts at any given moment. 
I 
··• She ·knows without being told that Jason will not be 
u 
home for lunch on Easter Sunday (317). She ''divined 
I 
• -- - -- -- • ____ 1_ --·--
.by simple clairvoyance thatrJason 7 was somehow using,· 
-~~--------·------- ----
. 





. ·,.•-:.i..&......:.uo.-. --~-L,..._.. _ , - ... .....,., «•- . -· ·· r· , ·!, • 
' . 
mother • • • '' (16) • Dilsey can understand what bothers 
Benjy;· a-n~ she is the ·only· person, once Caddy has gone, 
---*'------~--------~----~-~--- -------~------ .--.- -,---------~--------------~--·---- --._______ .. -- ---• -.. - - ·--·--- ____ --_·-_ -·-----· . ·- - ----·--·----- -- ----· ---·· ------------·-- -------· --------------'---
who can calm him once he starts to howl. She under-
st~nds Benjy's longing for Caddy and tells Roskus: 
"~And they aint going to be no luck in saying that 
name rcaddy 7, lessen you going to sit up with,him 
- -
• . ~Ji 
rBenjy.7 while he cries'" (49). She understands Mrs. 
- -
Compson•·s hypochondria and even pampers it: '~ou: 
rMrs. Compsdn 7 better get back in bed twill Luster 
- -
make yo fire. Hit cold ~~dis mawnin'' (287), Dilsey 
says. But for all her understanq1ng of the members 
of the family, sne is unable to understand why the 
family is disintegrating. Dilsey is able to operate 
effectually only so.long as her belief and understand-
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: Her belief in the Lord enables he_P··- t"o attempt to hold 
~. 
.. .., . ·~~-t/' 
... 
the Compso~ family together until the coming of better 
times. Not until Ea·'ster, 1928, does Dilsey realize-. 
. 
that there will· be no better times. She cries at the 
Easter service (313) because she has become- aware, for 
the first time, of the conflibt between her beliefs • 
a 
The Compsons have' no regard for God or the keeping·of 
His comma_r1dme_nts; the God in whom Dilsey has placed 
.. ~.her __ trust ... is .,no"t g.oing.-oto i.nter,v.ene an-d save the- Comp-
sons. '''I've seed de first en de last,' •.• 'I ·seed 
de beginning, en now I see_s de endin' ,r (3-13) • Thi·e 
. sons ar~ doomed; there will be no intervention from 
· any source, no saving grace. 
Although Dilsey knows that the Compson family is 
. 
decaying, she does not understand why. Richard Chase 
·) 
claims that 
Dilsey appeals to us both as an individual 
and as the tragic chorus to the piec~ .• 
. Her acceptance of thi~gs as they are is 
tragic, which means that it is tolerably 
complete and includes ari awareness of the 
• • 
; ,I>.'• 
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human condition none of the other charac-
ters can bear. Not having Dilsey's tragic 
they will • at point where awareness, panic a 
t 6 Dilsey would be able to • morally active. remain 
r 
' .. ·" 
' ' 
' . 
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f It · is at ·the point where Dilsey · gains ''tragic awareness''· ~r ··__ . 
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a.l-------------
of her own lack of comprehension that she loses· the 
" ~:--,,,,.. • J 
power of positive action. Once Dilsey discovers that_/ 
there can be no conciliatibn between her conflicting 
- ,__,,- ·, 
beliefs, she is ·no·longer capable of signif~cant moral 
action. 
Dilsey enduies; ~he has an endless reservoir of 
stQic patience.~ She suffers all the trials· to which 
· the· Compsons subm-it -her without complaining. She does-
whatever she can to help them, but she cannot prevail 
\ 
over them. Dilsey lacks.the final understanding nee-
-- - ---~--· ------~----,-, 
e-ss·ary · to overcome. the blight that· permeat-es -th-e Comp-
son household. With her beliefs in conflict, Dilsey 
is reduced to the passivity and ineffectuality that 
- .P ...... y ·""" 
"' 
characterize the Compsons. The Dilsey who refuses to 
'! - .. - - ·- --·-'. - ---- . --- -·----. ---,--
• 
I 
·-· -· - ;· ·- ..... ~ - -
1,lt 
• . r, !, _.; 
'.·. 
,.,. __ '· l 
... ' ' . 
.r~cognize Caddy's picture in the appendix is a person 
no longer capable of significant action. With Miss 
" 
.. Quentin gone and Mrs. Compson dead, Dilsey has no 
influence over Jason: he is able to sell the Compson 
home and send Benjy to Jackson. Dilsey is no longer 
strong enough to stand. up to~·to Jason: if he denies 
- that the picture is of Caddy, there is nothing Dilsey 
' 
·• 
can do, and so she would rather ·not even:. see the photo- -··-
C 
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··"· 
line in the explanatory appendix. There is not gr~at 
enough signific.ance in action wi tho·ut understanding to 
- . _,._·: 
, 
enable man to prevail over hims~lf, but belief alon~, 
is enough to permit him to ~ay, 'Dilsey. They endured. ' 117· 
:...-· 
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· Despite the· n.egative< por·trait of Dilsey: in the 
-. appe~dix, critics continue to .see her as an. immensely 
.. 
positive ·figure. Her presence in the novel is seen as 
asserting a positive moral vision for the novel as.a 
Whole. 1 L~ra~e Thompson states with apparent sin-
/_ 
. .:.:_ ______ . __ :__::~-'--:-·----- .·- ·-· .,:, ______ .. 
. . . . .. ~ -,: ·-~·•;···· ... 
- - ··--·· --·-· ·-· ----·-·· - --- --
ceri ty that ''in rthe 7 structura·l pattern 0~ the be-
- -
ginning and end are the positives of Ben's day and 
> 
Dilsey 's day, so tha.t these positives symbolically 
,, --;--~-----------· --.:.__..:....--~-------------------~ b-r-a-ek-e-t- -and contain -the_ ne-gat·ives in Quentin '-s day 
-- -~ 
. ---~------~ ----------. 
2 . J 
and Jaspn's day.'' i To call the final sectio,n ''Dilsey's'' 
is, as we have previously shown- (Chapter IV), debatable. 
tionable; it is unthinkable. That a critic such as 
~..:.,) Thompson is forced to consider·Benjy's section as 
supporting the novel's affirmative message shows how 
hopelessly indefensible this position is. Benjy is 
an idiot, and his ·section most clearly is ''a tale/ 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury/ Signifying 
nothi·ng. '' To say that the filial section supports a 
positive vision is to ignore the final scene, where 
Jason restores the meaningless order of aenjy's 
worl~ (335-36) • 
' 
~-~---- - ·---- Walter Slatoff -comments on· the final episode: · ----- -~--- --
' 
t 
... ___ "---•·a·,- - ,.:;.. --·· -~· .: =--- 1 
' 






' : .. 
~This fintl ·sbene does not negate the moderate 
... 
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---·----··-·---·-<----··----·---·-··---~~--~ - ··- .,. - - . ~---~ ---- . 
/ 
; 
-.- ... :~-. -··--· 
•'I 
• 
, ;-- ! ' 
..,.. 
• r .• ~, 1 
~ ·it- really qualify it. Rather it stands .\in 
'-... 
', 
suspension with it as a commentary Df equal 
.force. We feel a-nd are intende,d to feel, --I. 
u 
think, that the events we have witnessed 
are at once tragic and futile, significant 
' 
and meaningless. We cannot move bey~nd 
this. 3 · r 
· 
But this hedging confuses rather than amplifies the 
' . . .... 
., . 
.. 
nove 1 '·s·- me~ani·ng_;··--- ·-I·t·-· also tot-a·l·ly ··ignores the dev-el-or--- ···'··~---·----------· ----·-----
meh ts of the appendix. If the final episode has 
equal force, then it;d6~~ negate whatever affirmation 
. - ---------... ~------- -----···-·---- --·-·----·-----·-·---- - -- - - - -
- - --·- . -·- - -- --- - -------· -··-- ----- --- - --
- --~ --- -~ . - ............ _ _. -
Dilsey may represent. It is our final view of this. 
hopeless world, and the image of the_ ~~oken flower 
drooping in Benjy's hand {336) is not at all en-
couraging. Benjy and Jason endure along with Dilsey, 
and to believe Faulkner's appendix, Jason eyentually 
overcomes Dilsey .• His success ''as a buyer· of~ and 
- - --- · ...... -- .. --- ·-,--------
. dealer in cotton" (12) would see~ to show that Dilsey's 
ascendency is only temporary. If Jason's values pre-
vail, as they seem to, then the vision the novel pre-
sents is bleak indeed. 
. ' 
' : 
Cleanth Brooks perceptively notes that ''the title 
• • 
• provides a true key, for the novel has to do with· 
the discovery that life has no meaning. ,,4 But, after 
showing~how Benjy's and Quentin's s~ctions up~9ld this 
:. ·; ·. .. 
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. ' . 
. . 
--- -- __________ ,. ___ ' ------------· ·--------·---· .- .. ---· --· ·------------~-~-------·- - ------~--
. . . 
. ·--···-·-· ---;.·---"--·--· -·-· - . 
. . 
-----· - ... ~-- ,_., - ------·-----
· .... ~ . ~ . 
-·---c··----·~----·-·-------··-·.--,--·· . . .- ' -
\ . 
. 
_ . manages to come· out with a meariing of __ :~-- s.ort, but it 
\ 
.. ";,,. 
'i.s--- a vet·y thin and impoverished one. •t _· Brooks most 
. .,._ 
' ' ~ . 
.. '~ . 




thoroughly destroys his own ·thesis in discussing 
Dilsey: ''For Di.lsey life _p.oes have meaning • • • 
~· .. ~ . 
. . I, 
.. 
· Faulkner makes no claim for Dilsey's version. of Chris~ 
6 
tianity one way or the other.'' But if the title -·is 
· _accurate, and I feel it ·is; then Faiilkn~r·does mak~ a 
. 
_ .. claim against Dilsey 's version of Christianity. A 
----~---~-'- -_____ .-- --.----------~-ea-n-i-n-gl-ess-----U-niv.erse----de-nies the signific·ance- of---re-
ligion, and we have seen previously (Chapter III) 
·-1 
how thoroughly Faulkner undercuts the seeming affirm-
• 
Dilsey, then, is not the _tragic chorus of the 
novel, as Richard Chase would have us believe. 7 
--------·-------------·------------------------- __ is, rather, as Edwin Burgum notes, ''the voice of 
; everyday,_ acc-urate, in.different, superficial. ,,8 
She 
.. Dilsey is no more able to withstand the sound and the 
fury of ~ife than the other figures. The appe~dix 
shows us that Mueller is wrong to assert that ''the 
tale itself affirms the significance of life to those 
who are willing to accept, endure, and overcome the 
{ 
' 
---- ----- . . - -----,,.I --·- - --··----






• I I 1 •. ~ I, _.,, 
the novel is seen in its entirety, we realize that. 
Dilsey, despite her temporary moral superiority, ·is 
not the heroine who transfuses affirmation and hope 
into the novel. 
,. 
. , I I - ,. 
4, 
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." 
- I!, .• 
. Mr. Compson,· whose nihilistic views are confirmed by 
-·-~-he actions of his three s·ons and by Dilsey·'s final 
inability to act, and'·whose statements in Quentin's 
section support the title_ of the novel: 
I give you r·in the wa tc~ 7 the mausoleum 
-
of all hope and desire .•. the reducto 
· · .. -·-, .-----;------··--·--·---·---a-bsurdum of -all human .. experience. .•• -..... -- -----
... : .· 
~-N~ 
Because no battle is ever won • • ·• They 
are not ev~n fought. The fie_ld only -r~-
·--------. ---- ··--· -----·------·-·-···,--·--·---····--··-·····---·----··-····-·-··-·-·--····-·-··----·--------------·----·---··--·---···-··--·---····--··~·---··-·············---·--···- ···-·- ... -·--··-- - • -- 4 
veals to man his own folly and despair, 
and victory is an il1Qsion of philoso.phers 
·, 
.-,,1 
' ,.... . 
~ .......;...........,.._--;,;.......~......;....~.....;........,  ,.· _ ,_ ____ ._a ...... n~d .......... f Oo la • • . ·-+ct • . • _____ n~i.s.___ay_en___~--------___,_~-------,-,-.----~ 
; , .. 
. . ~. worth the changing of it. (95,97) 
Life is ultimately reduced to adsurdity "as cornice 
and fa~ade _flowed smoothly once more from left to 
right; post and tree, window and doorway, and sign-
board, each in its ordered place'' (336). Man im-
poses his own significance on an indifferent world, 
and it is ultimately as meaniµgless as Benjy's ar-
tificial, ordered world. · 
., - --4 
·John Hagopian accurately notes that "It is 
--~ 
... • • Mr. Compson, and not Dilsey, whose values fin-
-,-.._------·--------·---· .c •• , ... ··- .• 
. , 
ally preva~l .. Time is demonstrated to be indeed the 
·--.. 
,. •, 
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•-~-----------------~ -----·-
,· 
--· nothing- is finally w·ortll changing,··· Dilsey 'ignores·~-- ----- -
,.... . 
. ~'" --~-,.~---~-···~~-~·-,.-· .. ~,~--~.-r .... - ... ~h·-~'2-0 • _ 
------
·.·Meli ,s s a Meek's plea to look at Caddy's picture. Dilsey 
has at last become ~ware of the meaninglessness o'f the 
universe and "she didn't¢ want to· see it rthe picture 7 
-
--~ 
~ ., know whether it was Caddy or not because she knows 
Caddy doesn't want to be s_aved hasn't anything anymore 
' worth being saved for nothing worth being lost that 
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d 
·, Wl.lliam Faulkner, ·Essays, Speeches and Public 
Letters, Ja~es B. Meriwether, ed., (Ne~ York, 1965). 
· See also Frederick. Gwynn and Joseph Blotner·, eds. , .~ 
--- "". - ···. - --- --
. . -
----------------~------- ---··: ·· · - Faulkner in the University (Charlottesville, 1959), 
... 
-----~-~-"" ..... _, .. _ 





..... _. __ 
and Ja~es B. Meriwether and Michael Millgate, eds., 
. 
.... . Li_on _____ i_:11. _________ -the _ . Garden _____ (New ______ York, ___ 196 __ 8_) __ • _____ : _______________________________ - ---------- · _ 
2Maurice Beebe,· in a carefully compiled bibliography 
~ 
. 
of Faulknerian scholarship ("Criticism of William 
_Faulkner: - A.-Sel._ec-ted--Ch-ecklist,--u -MFS-,,.··-K-HI--FSpring 
1967_7, 115-162), includes 136 separate entries that 
deal specifically with The Sound and the Fury. The 
..... , 
cl9sest runner-up is Light in August, which has 106 
entries .. 
3L. . 
- l.Oll l.n 




the Garden, pp. 92, 146, 148, 180, 222. 
• 
excellent and complete discussion of 
Faulknerian critic ism see Frederick J. Hoffman, . ''Wil-
liam Faulkner: An Introduction,•• in Hoffman and Vick-
ery, eds., William Faulkner: 
-(New York, 1960),. _pp. 1-50. 
Three Decades of Criticism 
.• t 
.
5william Faulkner, ''Speech. of Acceptance upon the·-+·-- -~ -~-- . --,-
award of the Nc5bel Prize for Literature, delivered in 
. 
· Stockholm on Dec. 10, 1950. tt Reprinted -in Three D~cades, 
- -- ··-·. -·- -
p ;-- 348. 
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to the World (Lexingto~, 1959), p. 55 • 
701ga ·Vickery, The Nove1~·of William F~Ulkner (Batbn, 
· Rouge, 1959), p. 49. 
8william Faulkher, The Sound and the Fu~y, Vintage 
Books (New York, 1946), pp. 14-15. Subsequ~nt references 
are to this edition and will be cited in the text. 
9Walter J. Slatoff, Quest for Failure: A Study of 
- --- --
William Faulkner (Ithaca, 1960),- p. 202. 
'\ 
CHAPTER I 
t 1 I . Evelyn Scott, ''On William Faul.kner ts The Sound and 
-·~ - - - - -~ - - ---· ·----··-------
______ _,__::_---,-~-..,..,..-.  ~--·~-----~-----·-· ... .. . . - ------------- ------· --· - -- --- --
the Fury" (New York, 1929) .•. Reprinted in Twentieth 




Century Interpretations of The Sound and the Fury, 
Michael Cowan, ed. (Englewood Cliffs, 1968), p. 26. 
' 
2 Gwynn and Blotner, p. 85. · 
· 
3A sampling of critical comme~tary on The Sound and 




-ing figure. Cleanth Brooks: ·''The one member of the 
Compson household who represents a unifying and sus-1~ . 
taining force is the Negro servant Dilsey. '' (William 
Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country /New Haven, 1963_7, 
., 
. p. 342); Lawrance Thompson: "Throughout the story 
- ~ ·-·· . .'--.·· -~- ----·--···> :· - ....... ~------
··-··-··-----~. 
she /Dilsey 7 is represe·nted- as having made µer own 
-
.. 
life a loving sacrifice in her attempts twold the 
' 
,. 
- •, I' ~. ' 
. ; ' -~-' \ 
., 
.,. .. 
·:·, ••• ,>. . '. 
,. l. 
. ' • • 
.. 
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- -- - -- --- ---------- ---------- -
·. "'"' ------_---·-.-- •--..,..-.-.·-. --··---,---,. ... - ----- --- -· ··--·-·-- ... - - -
' ............ _,, __ - - . --,~-- ~ -·--<- ~~----~~- _· __ ,_ ·c-ompso11 family t<igetlier ·'-~--- .:.:(Willi.am ·Fau-l.1.tne.i~-_: ·-- An ·--·--::--·--- --------- -- -
--- ',; I 
-~-----. ·-- ------------~-----
-·----·---- -- ---·--·-
. . ' 
. Introduction and Interpretation ,rNew·York, 1963 7, 
-
p. 45); Melvin Backman: ''In the splintered and· rotting ·. 
.house of Compson, she ,-rDilsey· 7. was the enduring rock.'' 
- -








that alone which has prevented the Compsons from sink-
~ng into an even more complete state of coll~pse than 
has befallen them.'' (The Prophetic- Voice in Mo4efn · 
-----···· - .. ~·-----------·------ ,--
"Patient, loyal, loving, strong, she rnilsey 7 pre-
- -
'- . ' 
serves the best value~ of the past and retards the 
.. 
---------- -
-~ . -. -- -- -· ------ . 
- · · f·amily 's · race toward destruction.'' (From Jefferson to 
u· 
t~~ World, p.55). 
4Lawrence Bowling, ''Faulkner .and the Theme of 
Isolation,'' Georgia Review, XVIII {Spring, 1964), 63-64. 
· 
5c;:1eanth Brooks, "Primitivism in The Sound and the Q 
-
~ry, ti English Institute Essays.1952, Alan Downer, ed • 
""' 
1954), ... (New York, p.25. 
6This • italicized • the nove·1·. · passage l.S in 
7 h. • italicized • the novel. Cf. 114. T 1S passage l._S in p. 
8Joseph Gold, William Faulkner: A Study in Humanis•-
- · ·From lletaphor to Discourse (Norman, 1966_), pp. 25-26. 
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9John Hunt, William Faulkner: 
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---------.-.---------------r-'"- >; lluichael Millgat~,- F;u:ilt~er- (Edinburgh, 1961), ·p_.33, 
. 
. 
12Dorothy Greer, · "Dilsey an<P Lucas: . Faulkner's · Use 
. ·' 
of the Negro as a Gauge of Moral 'Charac"ter, ." Emporia· 
.. 
· . State 'Research Studie-s", XI -(Sept. , 1962) ;· 49. 
13 Greer, p. 46. -
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. ··: .. · ;, : ::,, ... 
4 ~ 
notes at· least eleven time levels·-- He notes that Sum-
ner Powell finds fifteen time levels; Ca~vel Collins· 
_finds ---t-h-i-r--tee-n---d~v-i-s-i-ons, --a-s----de-Stewa-r-t-- a-nd-:-Ba·clros • 
Edmund Volpe,! Reader's Guide to William Faulkner 
.. ~ ' ... " 
(New York, 1964)~ p. 353, diagrams six~een separatetime 
levels. 
2Jean-Paul.Sartre; "Time in Faulkner: The Sound 
and the Fury," in Hoffman and Vickery, eds., Three 
,,. 
Decades, pp. 226-227. 
3Leon Edel, The Modern Psycho.logical· Novel (New 
York, 1955), p. 100. 
•"' 4Perrin Lowrey, "Concepts of Time in The Sound and. 
the Fury," English Institute Es~ays 1952, Downer, ed. 
·----"- .-...,....,,.c~- ...... --:1r.·-_ ..... ,,..,._~.;- .. ==-......•· (New.York, 1954), p. as. 
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9Lowrey, p. 76. 
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~lLowrey, pp. 65-66. 
12vi!ckery, p. 48. 
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(Austin, 1962), p. 106. ;. .. :a· 
15Brooks,·The Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 330, 
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CHAPTER III 







3A few examples of the range of this type of com-
ment·ary _follow: Dorothy Greer: ''She rnilsey 7 is 
,-. .. 
a sort of Biblical maternal figure who _can see back 
in~o time and forward into space, loving all men as her 
·children, but content to leave her own destiny in the~ 
hands of her Maker." ("Dilsey and Lucas," 53); Kenneth 
E. Richardson: -HHer .. rnilsey Is 7 care of the Compsons 
- -
is the figurative projection of the protective love of 
... 
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'• 
•" -.. 
•· ---- ------- ----· :-'" - --- -- -~--- '!::...- ---··- -
\. . 
. 77 . 
. - .. 
l 
. __ ,.. ' 
_- ____ .. ____ . --· - ----~-- ------. --------..~-; ..:~-:- ·---.-·- -- --
. -.~---, ---
-~-~- -- --~--: -~ '_ . Christ- illth.e- no.ve1·. It (Force ai,d Faith_ in the___NoY-elS::,.·~·===, =· ~'>====--~ 




~ .. --. '. _____ "-, ----~- - -- ,- -
., 
of Williaiµ Fa·ulkner rThe Hague,' 1967 7, p. 103) ; · · - ---- ----- -
-
. 
Hyatt Waggo:qer: . ''It may not be utterly fanciful to 
see her rnilsey 7 as becoming, finally, a kind ~f · 
-
-
foster-mother of C~rist, the enabling agent of-a re-
velation at once spiritual and aesthe-tic." (From 
Jefferson to the World, p. 46); William R. Mueller: 
"It is surely Dilsey who of the novel's characters comes 
,. ------- - . 
) 
closest to being a Christ figure or a Suffering ~ervant ______________________ _ 





Thompson: ''Because Dilsey 's day fa.lls on Easter Sunday, • ' J • 
there is artistic.justification for viewing her as 
-·- ------·-··· --- - -- --
- -------- . - -------~--· ·--· 
~- -- -------- .. - --~- --- -- --
. . . _____________ _:.....:.;....;.:;_,_-~-
. ,,;..;;. __ ___:.__:_.........---:-------..be·i:ng ana.io.gous to 'the suffering servant' ' in the 
o'. 
.~------
biblical sense.· Throughout the story, she is repre-
sented as having made her own life a loving sacrifice." 
~(An Introduction and Interpretation, p.45). 
4Brooks, The Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 37. 
5Gold,. p. 2·9 • 
. , . 
. ~ .... 
6Mueller, p. 133 . 
7volpe, p.125. 
8vickery, p. 49. 
.!. ;.: 
9For a completely detailed discussion of the parallels 
between Dilsey's morning attendance at church and ~ason's
1 
:. .. 
. ': ,,· 
.. 
.... ,,, 






frantic chase of Mis~ Quentin, see John v·. Hagopian, 
~ \-'.. 
''Nihilism in Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury," MFS, 
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_ .·- -- -10rto be rt M •. Adams:-~~---s·t-rains_ of Di~ord: . Si~<.ti~§~ 1P .· 
Li-terary OJ?enness~· (Ithaca, 1958 ~ ·P .190 •. 
11Barbara M. Cross, "The Sound and the Fury: The· 
Pattern of Sacri,fice, '' ··Arizona Quarterly, XVI (1960), 6. 







---- - --- - -· ~-- --·-- -·· - -------- -
- -· --
!Brooks, The YoRnapatawpha Country, p.326. See also 
,'• 
Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William Faulkner 
. . ' 
. ·- .. --- - --- - -------- ----------·------
' .. 
______ ......... ,--- .. ---- .... ----··· ·-. ---·----- -.::._~. 
. . ' ., . 
---·-'--------·-· • • _. -·· • • -~ 
-
-~--------------- -- • 
j (New York, 1963), p. 101: "Simply by recreating in such 
/ 
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'fl' .. ... ~ 
.. 
' .. 
detail.the routine 6f Dilsey's day, evoking the 
qualities demanded in performing .. such duties •.. 
·--- - - - -- -------- ------ - - - ---~-------------··~-----,--
····- ....... -···· .--- ·--·--·-· ·-·--·· --····---···--·-----·-·----------·---' ' '' . -------
----- ·-·· -- ... ----- ·-·------~- --· . ---~--
Faulkner.allows her to emerge for the first time as 
.... --both a fully-drawn character and as a powerful presence." 
And Frederick J. Hoffman, William Faulkner, p. 50: ''In 
Part Four, the perspective shifts from an interior mono-
logue to a straight-forward narrative; the point of view 
is Faulkner's but the '-i-nf~rming genius'· ·of the section 
is ·nilsey. '' Also, Edmund Volpe, Reader's Guide, p. 93·: 
' 
'\ 
''Book IV, Diisey 's section, provides a conc.l,µsion and 
• a thematic counterpo1nt to the preceding books.. . . ~ 
Most of.the narration centers about Dilsey, but Faulkner-
also uses Dilsey to give an account of the final events 





2Marjorie · Ryan, ''The· Shakespearian Symbolism in The 
r· 
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·I,953) , 43 • CI-.- --V-olpe, Reader 's Gu·· de, p. 27: '' In T,he 
Sound and the Fury, in which de~p 
.... 
~ood, only the Negro Dilsey provi 
hope.'' 
3 . Vickery, p.47. ' 
-· 
-\,. 
is the dominant 
measure·of 
4 Brooks, The Yoknapatawpha Country, p. 344. 
. _.. -- . . - ~ - ~ ---·- --- - . -- - - 5 
.. 
Harry M. Ca-pbell and Ruel E. Foster, -illiam_ 
Faulkner: A Critical Appraisal (Norman, 1951), p. 143. 
. ... 
~--------··---··· ---- -~c-.·. ".': .'.,;_... .... ,--. ··-.---. -·--.. -----·----·· .. ---······ .... 
j>. 
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end of the book, an articulate moral critic, the ob-
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. and through whom· its meanings are amplified.'' (William 
Faulkner rNew York, 1952_7, p.124.). To call Dilsey 
''articulate" is, at the very least, an exaggeration. 
Her comments -are few and ~xtremely .cryptic. · To say 
that her behavior comments on the actions of the others 
is not to say, with Howe, that she is a critic. Dilsey 
does not jud~_e the Compsons. She accepts them as they 
are; they are ''her'' family in spite of their weaknesses. 
It is the reader, using Dilsey as a standard, who 
judges the Compsons. Olga Vickery states this distinc-
tion quite accurately: 
. \ . 
In describing
1
Dilsey as an ethical norm it 
' 
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• 
the emphasis on the Easter service which she·at-
tends. Ne'i ther in her a tti tt1de nor in the serv-
,. 
,ice itself is there any refere~ce to sin ,nd 
_ punishment but only to suffering and its sur-
cease. At no time does Dilsey judge any of 
the Compsons, not even Jason •.. But her 
presence enables the reader to juqge not systems 
·but actions and hence to grasp the truth in-
-- -· -
.'T ·· ···· Sfinctively · . . . And though she does not judge, ----··-···-·--·-··---- ______ .::..__. . '-------,- ·- ·-·------
. -~, 
I '. 
I '1 ' 
Dilsey is never deceived; her comprehension of 
,p 
/ 
the relationships between Caddy . and <;he rest of 
·- -----··---···--·-···-· ·- - -- - - ... - -···· .. ------ •-----~--- ·-----------~~---~ 
the family is unerring. 
(The Novels of William Faulkner, p. 49,) 
7swiggart, p. 40. 
8 
7
; Hunt , p • 98 • 
9 
Backman, p. 38, compares Dilsey and Jason.: "Jason, 
Faulkner seems to say, represents the world's greed, 
violence and hate; moreover, his rejection of woman 
·as a source of love is tantamount to a rejection of 
love itself. Hence the struggle between Dilsey and 
Jason seems as fundamental as that between love and 
hat~, good and evil. •t· In reducing. Dilsey and Jason 
to types, Backman oversimplifies the situation, but 
in establishing the antitheses between Dilsey and 
'. '·. 
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. . - . -
----. ,, -_ . ·. -·. Jasori and, .. f·or that- matter' D-ilsey ··and tiie Compsons' 
. .._ --
---- --- . ------ --- ·:==.~~~-~--=~---~~~~=-------·- -.. ----- ·---- -~--- ~~~~ -=- ~--= ' ____ -- -~ -,- -------- --~~~--~- --~-=------~--- ... -~----·--·-· --·-----·-· _-_- ··--- --- -~~~~-~~-~=~=------- ~-- ----,-.: --~~-----=--~- ~~----~--~=~ ·-==~~--~=-:· ______ -==~:~-~==---.:_·:~lo-~-· ·---'-. ,-----'-' -
. .AP 
. 1 ' 
h~ isolates the centrai problem. Dilsey is good be-
cause she is capable of love and does not withhold it~ 
'The C~mpsons are ·evil ,because they are unable to love. 
0 . 
· lOLawrence Bowling, t•Faulkner and the Theme. of 
C 
Innocence,'' Kenyon Review, xx· (Summer, 1958)·, 471. 
11Bowling, ''Innocence, '' p. 480 . 
s -
-- -- -~- --~------ -~--- -- - _ __!__ -- -- • - - - - ---
-- . ··c12v-ickery ; p . . 32--. ------- --~- ~---- ·; 
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. 
1Meriwethe~ and Millgate, eds., Lion in the Garden, 
pp. 244-245. 4 ' 
Quentin's escape on Easter morning. In the appendix 
she climbs down the rainpipe (19), whereas, in the 
novel she climbs down a pear tree (302). · 
3 . 
Faulkner, .''Nobel Prize acceptance speech," .in 
r Hq-f fman and Vickery, ed_s. , / Three Decades, p. 348. 
, 
4 In a close textual analysis of the final section 
of The Sound and the Fury, John Hagopian, )Nihilism," 
48-49, notes the following: 
That Dilsey's values cannot prevail is seen 
.. , 
·- ·--·.-· ·•· --·- --------- ·---immediately in the symbolism that marks her ·· ., .. 
-'· ---, ---~----
. . . . 
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pears dressed in 'colour regal and moribund,' 
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.-· . 
covered by the royal maroon of her velvet 
' 
cape. But that cape has a 'border of mangy· 
".. i. and anonymous fur' which significantly unde~~ 
'b 
------ ___ .. ______ ,,__ _________________ .-.,.--,---mines th-e---symbolic -p-owe·r of those colors .--i-n-.-. ' '
deed, _ Faulkner tells us-~ that 'the d·ays or 
' , 
years had consumed' Dilsey's st~ength; leavin~- t 
. . ' . ' . 
~ .. '.,,'"·'"'"'loll'····-··· ,· . 
_:· __ ·---~-----------·-- ------ -·- -- - . ---- -~ 
only~ 'ruin.' As-Dilsey c6mpletes her 
... · ~ 
.-,--
I 
stately ritual of emergence and withdrawal,~-
. 
..... 
- ·- --..-,. -· ... -
-·····-· --,--- -----·--·-···--······· ····----... --~ ......... -···---·----·· ··--·-·····-·,o·•·----... ·~-~--·-..-·--···~;···-·· -----. .--·::---,,.--· - . ' . 
-ra;·--·pair- ·of j ayb:i,rds came up from now.here, 
-. 
-~ -- -·- - . ·- ..... -
C• 
. 
. . . swung in raucous tilt and recover, 
screaming into the wind that ripped their 
·. harsh cries .•. ' (282). That their cries 
·area sardonic mockery of all t~at Dilsey 
\ 
' ' 
,,~. stand.s for is suggeste~ shortly afterward 
when Luster throws a ~ock at the jaybirds, 
" shouting, 'Git on b~ck to hell, whar you 
belong ·at-. 
}' 
'Taint Mond~y yit' (285). Thus .• 
~ _hellish forcep 1,invade the peace and calm of 
a cold ·Easter morni~g, sign~ying that Chris-
tian values cannot appease or redeem the 
• 
meaningless violence. _of the Compsons- .. _ ..... r~en 
when Dilsey, d-ressed in blue -gingham (the 
. 
--- - -- -----------. --· ---~·-~~-----~--Virgiri 's -color), ~re~emer.ge·s. front her-. ~ab:in . ......... ___ _ 
' ' 
and enters the' house, she hears the whining 
. ' .. 
of Mrs . , Comps on, who is dressed in 'a . · ... 
•. 
. ' \ 
,. ' I 
\' ,, 
,.'\. \ 
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color). Dilsey can patiently endure the_ Comp-
sons,· but cannot prevail over them. 
'- ' 
5 .. Robert L. Dorsch, ''An Interpretation of the Central 
Research . Studies, XI (Sept. , 1962), 7. · 
6Richard Chase,· The America-n NoVErl band Its 
Tradition (New York, 1957), p. ~33. 
7Dorsch, p. 26. 
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